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INTRODUCTION

Fide (Legal and Business Research Foundation) and TIPSA
(Transatlantic Intellectual Property Academy) joined forces to
organise, since the first weeks of the Covid pandemic, a longstanding
Program of Global Digital Encounters, scheduled monthly around
the topic “The role of IP in a new post-crisis world: re-imagining IP for
the post-crisis era".

The situation we live in has highlighted and made unstoppable
something that we already knew: we are heading towards a world in
which intangible assets are going to be key in a society oriented
towards artificial intelligence and the data economy, where
Industry 4.0, Biotechnology and Bio-computing will be the keywords
for the future.

So, the question is served: if intangible assets are increasingly
important, how is the Intellectual Property system duly equipped
to respond to the needs of this new world? The Global Digital
Encounters aim at addressing this fundamental issue with courage!!!

The present Publication reports on, and summarises think-tank work
performed at all 12 Encounters that took place between May 2020
and May 2021.

All online encounters were open to any interested person
(Academics, Professionals, Senior Students, etc) from all
continents and our Faculty had been selected among the most
relevant IP scholars and professionals all over the world, who all acted
as Volunteers in this Activity.

Up to 1000 participants from 60-70 countries of all continents
normally gather at each of our Encounters, participate on the
debates, have access in advance to readings for the Encounter, and
get access, the day after the encounter, to the full Event Registration,
followed by the Encounter's report.

The Global Digital Encounters form integral part of the solidarity
projects run by both organisations to support the international,
European, and national plans to overcome the sanitary and financial
consequences of the COVID-19.
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CHALLENGES OF THE IP
SYSTEM IN A POST-
CRISIS ENVIRONMENT
MAY 8TH, 2020

OBJECTIVES

1

This initial Encounter sets the scene for the Global
Digital Encounters by providing a broad picture of
the necessary, and required, changing landscape of
the IP system in a post-crisis environment.

THE PANEL

Prof. Jane
GINSBURG

Columbia University

Prof. Anselm
KAMPERMAN-SANDERS

Maastricht University

Prof. Laurent
MANDERIEUX
Bocconi University

Prof. Manuel
DESANTES

University of Alicante

1. The first Encounter brought together three
world-class IP experts to discuss the role of IP
systems in a changing world, due, among other
things, to the crisis brought by the COVID-19.
The three experts not only discussed the role –
both current and future – of IP legal systems, but
also the challenges ahead due to technological,
legal, policy, and economic factors.

2. Prof. Kamperman highlighted - via several real-
case examples - a series of concerns and
questions relating to the pandemic and the role
of new technical developments and social
reactions to the crisis – where IP plays a crucial
role.

One may consider that: (1) the purpose of the
patent system is to create a competitive market
for technology, not merely a reward for
investment; (2) and that poverty should be
relative, specially in relation to health crises, like
the one we are facing now, where public-private
partnerships are crucial to find solutions. These
considerations impact the debate over
compulsory licenses and private formulations,
where patents are there to serve the public
good, and besides, raise issues in terms of
enforcement.

Relating to new ICT technologies, the question
becomes whether the latter are going to help or
whether there are concerns in relation to our
liberties – eg tracking apps. Moreover, AI and IoT
devices will become much more prominent and
questions will arise in terms of the way of which
these devices need to be governed.

The current crisis has shown
new social and cultural trends. A
clear example may be found in

3D printing and its interplay
with both open source

innovation and licensing
models.

The current crisis has shown new social and
cultural trends. A clear example may be found in
3D printing and its interplay with both open
source innovation and licensingmodels. Namely,
3D printing carried privately by an individual in
his home, for instance, is not subject to the
exclusion mechanism inherent to patent rights –
eg private use exception.
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Prof. Kamperman closed by referring to the potential challenges that may arise in
the field of ‘investors v. state’ dispute settlements settings – ie should arbitration
cases between states and pharma companies be held? - specially in countries where
the crisis is having a drastic impact. In line with the latter concern, should there be a
kind of reassessment of the nature of property, and corollary to it, the nature of IPRs
as exclusive instruments? Besides, potential issues related to tax evasion and
royalties derived from exploitation of IPRs, were also brought to the table by Prof.
Kamperman, who concluded that despite sounding negative, questions must be
asked.

3. Prof. Ginsburg approached the discussion from the copyright perspective,
focusing on three specific axes: Remote; Automation/AI; Cashless society. She
specified that although these specific areas were already subject to change before
the virus, the advent of it has given a lot of impetus for further developments of
these phenomena.

• Remote: a considerable number of things are going to be done remotely.
However, this is not new, as there are universities which have been working from
several years now remotely – eg Open Catalonian University. Entertainment and
museums will continue to migrate online, and the production of ‘home-made’
products, such as 3D printing, will keep evolving.

• Automation: the world is experiencing a vast increase in automation. This is
going to produce a double-edged impact. On the one hand, some professional
contexts are going to become useless, and on the other hand, some other new
specific professions are going to be created. Thus, due to automation there is
going to be a re-allocation of workforce.

• Cashless society: to an increasing extent, people use credit and debit cards – ie
‘you do not want to touchmoney’. Production is being steered towards a cashless
society.

Prof. Ginsburg referred to several practical
examples in line with her three axes of
discussion, for instance: the need of
developing robust ways for authors and
performers to be recognised for their works;
the move towards ‘do-it-yourself’ – eg 3D
printing, in line with Prof. Kamperman, and
the derived IP vertical issues along the
supply chain – e.g. CAD files.

All these three axes have in common one
essential thing: the dependency on software,
and derived from it, on connectivity and AI.
This raises questions relating to the role of IP
in protecting software: Is copyright the
pertinent instrument for software protection?
Should software be proprietary in contexts
where it is deemed essential? These
questions raise the paradox of IP legal
systems, designed around the concept of
exclusion but ‘re-tooled’ by the market to

serve as diffusion/distribution instruments
– eg open source.

4. Prof. Manderieux, approached the
discussion from the angle of AI,
considering its impact and current
developments but also showing that
thanks to AI, distance activities – ie
learning, caring, treating – are feasible
during this crisis.

How AI enters in this new world, and
besides, how does it affect the IP system?
Back in 2001, scientific and IP publications
related to AI, bloomed. Nowadays, there
are currently 340,000 patent families
connected to AI-related issues. Whether
we like it or not, AI is here and will
profoundly shape current IP systems.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

Remote Automation Cashless
Society

1 2 3

https://youtu.be/PG6zU2-EA-g
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• Do you think that the crisis will speed up the adoption of AI and robotics in the
industry?

• Covid-19, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and AI as "inventor" of potentially life-
changing inventions with global impact. How can the IP system harmonise and
evolve as to whether a "non-person" can be the "inventor"?

• Is digital content distribution causing a sort of tsunamy that the traditional IP
legal framework cannot cope with? Shouldn't we limit IP subject matter to very
high creative works and leave the rest to unfair competition or antitrust?...for
the sake of efectiveness and credivility of IPRs

• How does copyright affect digital musseums?

• In which way do you believes 3D Printing will impact in design laws? In this
sense, do you believe that 3D Printing will be protected in future? Open sources
will be banned?

• The big question in relation to compulsory licensing of pharmaceuticals is
whether there is a veritable alternative producer.

• How would we identify what makes "high" creative works? Would this not erode
the principle of aesthetic neutrality? Especially given the length of copyright
duration and the rapid change of the concept of "high" "art"?

• Do you think that the crisis will force museums to keep free access to collections
or oblige them to adopt a sort of "freemium" procedure (part free, part
payment)?

• During the pandemic a lot of creators are giving their works for free. How this
strategy affects the social perception of the cost/value of IP / culture in general?

• It was indeed mentioned the relevance of private partnership as a way to find
solutions. On the other hand, we have seen that partnerships are a growing
phenomenon in the healthcare field, regardless of the geographical
boundaries. How Intellectual Property could incentive the development of
these partnerships, especially in relation to AI where there is no legal/regulatory
global approach?

• The question is related to the 'text and data mining (TDM) exception'
introduced by arts. 3 and 4 of the 'new' Directive (UE) 2019/790 on copyright,
that should be implemented into local legislation in the following months.
Correct me from wrong but, to my knowledge, in the US it could be argued that
there is already some flexibility to this regard under the fair use doctrine, what
are your views in this regard? Do you think the purpose of the regulation to be

Prof. Manderieux stretched out several possible definitions of AI: super intelligence
– ie beyond and above humans; general intelligence – ie thinks and acts as a human;
AI as intelligent agents performing several tasks.

AI brings two issues regarding IP: (1) How this intelligence creates outputs? (the
concept of inventorship – e.g. DABUS; originality; non-obviousness) IP offices
struggle with it. (2) How this intelligence creates inputs? IP offices need to back
themselves with AI tools more. AI may also be seen as a means-to-an-end in IP
processes.

Prof.Manderieux stated that there are a series of new issues on the substance of IPRs
which might have to be revisited. How policy makers could establish new
frameworks permitting IP to achieve its economic and social goals? Prof.
Manderieux pointed, as an example, to the summary of the European Parliament on
the role of AI in the context of the pandemic.

" The world of AI protection has moved from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Applicants getting most of the

patents for AI inventions come from - or are comprised
between- eastern Asia and the US East Coast.
European countries may count marginally".

The world of AI protection has moved from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Applicants
gettingmost of the patents for AI inventions come from - or are comprised between-
eastern Asia and the US East Coast. European countries may count marginally. Very
few countries are in the club, the so-called ‘Pacific club’, something that Europeans
should worry, and we should consider.

By Rebeca FERRERO GUILLEN
and Carlos MUÑOZ FERRANDIS
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• Can the present crisis also provide an impetus to more collaborative and shared
models of innovation (mainly through digital networks) and to shared models of
exploiting and enjoying intellectual content. A more inclusive as opposed to
exclusive model that is built on commons-based governance frameworks?

• Do not you think that so much emphasis on artificial intelligence in acquisition
and exploitation of intellectual property is de-humanising the debate in this
field, too much? At least in the creative industries, it is very unlikely that the best
works will come from robots or machines in the foreseable future. We care so
much about this aspect, without caring much on preserving the opportunities of
individual creators (persons!) to be fairly remunerated for the work they
disseminate online, especially during the Covd-19 pandemic. Isn't this platform-
based free economy (free or almost free to the benfit of platforms) bringing us
to the demise on IP and to a triumph of Terms of Service and buy-out contracts?
Europe, US and China seem to be on very different fronts.

• If today, an innovator develops a solution for solving an urgent issue related to
the new “now”, what is the chance that IP systems are effectively going to
provide adequate support, in time, for allowing technology transfers to happen
quickly? In other words, would it be possible to accelerate the innovation cycle
through a public market place for innovators and ensure them with a real-time
rewarding system?

• Providing accurate information of all kind to citicens (i.e. healthy, politics,
recommendations to avoid Covid spreading, etc.). Do you find a good idea to
create international non-dependant boards of experts, trying to identify fake
news and with power enough to withdraw inaccurate information from media
and social networks?

• CL do not make sense if competitors cannot reproduce patented biologicals
that are pharmaceutical products. But then, could such products be patented in
the first place? If a product canot be reproduced, in principle it cannot be
patented, right?
?

implemented in the EU (Copyright Directive), allegedly promoting digital
industries in need of vast amounts of data, was properly captured? What could
be the pros and cons for the industry and the statu quo?

• Should we relook into the whole property/patent system which enhances
Strategic behaviour and favours the BIG?

• If CAD files are provided as open source : A. Can you still protect them under
copyright/design/patent? Can you enforce your rights in such situations when
the user improves the design (CAD files)?

• Is the EU prepared from the point of view of flexibility and governance to cope
with the inmediate IP challenges? What changes should be faced?

• First: Do you think protection period of IP rights should be reviewed? Second:
What will be the effect of Oracle vs Google US case in the development
software business?

• What challenges will developing countries, the most affected by the pandemic,
face regarding IP and regulatory systems changes, in order to assure access to
new technologies, vaccines and medicines?

• As we are facing a global issue and even when IP is probably one of the most
standarized legal matters around the world through international treaties, it
seem that harmonized answers should guarantee acces to knowledge at least
for purposes of learning/teaching and for conducting research. For the time
being we have seen philantrhopic actions by rightholders, but is that enough?

• I think the question should not be how the crisis questions the benefit of the IP
system but how IP can help in developing drugs and vaccines necessary? or in
other words how developers of these items urgently needed can be rewarded
fairly with the help of IP. What's your view on this?

• IP allows for licensing. It is a bridge for technology transfer in a competitive
market. This is the enduring value of IP.

• Drawing parallel to pharmaceuticals: Do you foresee compulsory licensing
being introduced in the field of 3D printing if it solves the problems ofthe
supply chain? Would its enforcement be justified?

• In Mexico there is a new bill to amend the Copyright law to regulate the
payment of a remuneration for private copy. Do you believe it is now the right
moment to adopt this figure? Is this figure really working in other countries to
help in the remuneration of creators vs increasing the cost of products which
can reproduce a work?

• What do you think will be the most important and typical issues caused by the
pandemic to license agreements (for both licensors and licensees)?
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FROM WEST TO EAST:
TRADE, IP AND
INVESTMENTAFTER THE
CRISIS
MAY 28TH, 2020

OBJECTIVES

2

This Encounter provides a broad picture of the changing role of
the IP system in a deeply transformed post-crisis Trade and
Investment environment, also marked by the central role and
complexity of the newWest-East economic relations, with the
emergence of Eastern and Southeastern Asia and the Pacific as
central players both in the trade system and in the IP Family.

THE PANEL

Antony
TAUBMAN

World Trade Organisation

Prof. Claudio
DORDI

Bocconi University

Prof. Ysolde
GENDREAU

University of Montreal

Prof. Xavier
SEUBA

Catalonian Open University

Moderator: Prof. SEUBA laid the foundation by
stating the importance of innovation and culture
in mitigating the forces outside and the forces
inside. As innovation is the cure for the present
crisis, culture becomes the essential cure to heal
our souls. Intellectual Property thus provides a
kaleidoscopic vision of technological, cultural and
social interactions.

Speaker 1: Antony TAUBMAN (WTO)

1. Mr. Taubman highlighting the emergence of
multilateralism stated that multilateralism is
not a utopian idea but a pragmatic response in
the time of crisis. Speaking about the birth of
multilateral institutions in 1930s and 1940s, he
supported that multilateralism was a
pragmatic and sober solution adopted to
inoculate oneself at a time of crisis. TRIPS
again was a pragmatic response to resolving
trade issues by constituting a common
framework within which all parties could work.
The challenge, according to Mr. Taubman, is
the marrying of pragmatism with a workable
multilateral system.

2. Moving to the post COVID world,Mr. Taubman
highlighted the importance of creators and
individual innovators and indispensability of
providing them with an international platform,
given the digital inequities prevalent in the
present system.

3. Mr. Taubman then spoke about how the
learnings from past experiences (during the
HIV’s outbreak) have enabled a slew of
measures by WIPO (COVID IP Policy Tracker),
access to tool accelerators, establishment of
medicine pools, etc. demonstrating the effect
of collective efforts without prejudicing private
interests.

4. Mr. Taubman concluded stating the
importance of innovation (as envisaged in
sustainable development goals (SDG) 7) and
the importance of partnership and sharing (as
envisaged SDG 17) in mitigating the present
crisis and the need to use IP as a dynamic tool
rather than just limiting it to being a restricting
tool.
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Speaker 2: Prof. Ysolde GENDREAU (University of Montreal)

1. Prof. Gendreau focused on means of providing equitable compensation for
creators of artistic works in the post crisis world. Prof. Gendreau critizised the
system where creators where asked to fend for themselves with adopting or
coming up with new business models (more concerts, merchandising), which all
seem shallow in the present situation.

2. Presently, where people might be used to free content and regarding arts as
charity remuneration is need more so today. Copyright hence become the
foundations to legitimize remuneration payment contracts. Prof. Gendreau
stressed on the need that remuneration should not just be paid, but seem to be
paid, just as the judiciary should be seen to be independent.

competition laws and improved IP
enforcement mechanisms. Further, Dr.
Drodi, stated that the transshipment
measures adopted by China, that is,
moving Chinese products to Vietnam and
other countries and then routing them to
the destination countries (US) to avoid
tariffs, along with illegal transshipment
movement have reduced since US
sanctions. These US measures have
forced China to negotiate and discuss
custom issues with other countries such
as Vietnam, Malaysia and Thailand, which
was not seen earlier in the pre- sanction
world.

4. Prof. Dordi concluded saying that,
Unilateral actions can result in multi-
lateral effects and reaffirmed the
statements of the other two speakers
of there being a necessity for a more
collaborative, sharing, multi-lateral
world to overcome the present crisis.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

By Girish MAGRAJ and Athena POYSKY

Remuneration should not just be paid,
but seem to be paid, just as the judiciary
should be seen to be independent.

Unilateral actions can
result in multilateral

effects

3. Prof. Gendreau later moved on to enforcement issues, stating that the present
physical judiciary being geographically localized calling on state resources are ill
equipped to deal with supra national infringements and copyright violations.
Prof. suggested that a supra national copyright enforcement system similar to
Uniform Domain-Name Dispute-Resolution Policy (UDRP) might be needed to
address the post crisis scenario. This supra national institutions should have
proper channels of communication with national courts and to prevent from
privatization, the courts decisions should all be published to create a reliable
jurisprudential evolution.

Speaker 3: Prof. Claudio DORDI (Bocconi University)

1. Prof. Dordi focused on how certain unilateral actions can give rise to second
order multilateral avenues opening up channels for communication and
negotiation. Prof. Drodi spoke about US actions against China and post response
of China to these measures.

2. As to the Post US Unilateral sanctions against China, he stated that China though
being a party to WTO had a not so welcoming policy towards accessing Chinese
markets by foreign enterprises with its lengthy clearance procedures, judicial
uncertainty etc.

3. However, Post US Unilateral sanctions to force China to remove obstacles to
trade, China agreed on providing direct access to Chinese markets with a host of
measures such as, amendment of trademark law in 2018, legislating of anti-unfair

https://youtu.be/OKotFaatMH0
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?
QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• When comparing the COVID-19 pandemic to that of HIV: IP wasn’t a good ally
of people in HIV. How can we make sure that IP can change this time and
contribute to the solution of the problem (COVID-19) rahter than being part of
the problem?

• If we speak about the weightless economy that presupposes the moving of bits
rather than atoms, what is the state of play when it comes to moving data across
borders? Is the multilateral trade system ready for the challenges posed by
questions such as privacy, cybersecurity, etc.? Which framework is apporpriate
to enhance the flow of data across borders?

• What has been the biggest obstacle for a more-collaborative creators
apporach?

• What will happen to the “disconnect between enjoyment of works and online
consumption” after the crisis?

• Most investment related to Free Trade Agreements exempt “compulsory
licensing of IPRs” from expropiation provisions if compulsory license is granted
in accordance wirh Art. 31 of TRIPS. Will investment tribunals be competente
enough to adjudicate claims agains such licenses involving TRIPS members?

• How can SMEs leverage their IP in post-COVID world where a demand shock
across multiple sectors has just begun?

• Will the current crisis give us an opportunity to revisit some of the fundamental
apporaches in multilateral IP agreements? Can we expect the international
community to reexamine the insistence on grant of produyct patents for
pharmaceutical innovations and limit the scope of patent protection in the area
of pharmaceuticals to processes?

• Are we going to experience and increasing number of IP arbitration cases
before such specialised international arbitration centers such as WIPO’s
division?

• Are Trade Agreements and abritration institutions well fitted to face potential
procedures between states and life sciences markets’ incumbents? Will they risk
to be the target of opportunistic incumbernts’ litigation strategies seeking to
substitute national Courts in ther sovereign roles on the judgement of the
validity of IPRs, such as patents?

Q
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• How will the interactions between international
enforcement of Trade Agreements on IP matters
before arbitration institutions and national courts
proceedings dealing with the validity of these IPRs
be handled?

• Considering the complexity of collaboration
mechanisms, and the danger of unilateral attribution
of jurisdiction/competence, which are the main
barries in order to achieve such international
enforcement? Will a post-covid era allow for more
convergence regarding this aspect?
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INTERNATIONAL IP AND
ACCESS TO PANDEMIC
TREATMENTS
JUNE 18TH, 2020

OBJECTIVES

3

The 2020 Health Crisis deeply changed percep�ons on IP, i.e.
how IP is /will /might /should be reshaped in the post-crisis
world? This encounter brings due accent, from an
interna�onal IP perspec�ve, to discovery of diagnos�cs,
treatments, and vaccines and access to covid19 treatment,
and builds on the very ini�al lessons we can learn /guess /
propose for the future Post-Crisis IP for Health Ma�ers.

THE PANEL

Prof. Rochelle
DREYFUSS

New York University

Prof. Henning
GROSSE RUSE-KHAN

Cambridge University

The third Encounter took a novel – Socratic –
approach and departed from the “presentation,
thenQ&A session” structure, giving the speakers
the opportunity to answer the same questions –
initially from the Moderator, and then from the
audience – and, moreover, to build on each
other´s answers.

Prof. MANDERIEUX (Moderator) stressed that
the 2020 Health crisis has put the spotlight on
the international IP system: in its views, it is at
stake whether there is an appropriate balance in
the IP system’s role as innovation incentivising
tool, on the one hand, and its promoting access
and dissemination function, on the other. The
current Global Digital Encounter is therefore
analysing whether the focus must be changed
from the former to the latter and if so, whether
the current system, tools and principles are able
to tackle this challenge or, on the contrary, an in-
depth reform is needed.

1. What are the lessons learnt by the
international IP system as a result of the
COVID? Is the current system workable
enough to face this challenge?

Prof. DREYFUSS set the basis by analyzing the
underlying duality of the TRIPS Agreement:
TRIPS in its enabling function, setting
minimum standards of protection that level
the playing field vs. TRIPS, empowering the
right holders with exclusive rights that conflict
with the diffusion of R&D results. The recent
WTO AB decision in the Australia Plain
Packaging case has confirmed the Doha
Declaration’s interpretative role in interpreting
TRIPS. The states’ policy space is further
limited by FTAs and Investment Agreements.

Prof. Laurent
MANDERIEUX
Bocconi University

International law mostly regulates
IP protection – incentivizing

function – and not that much the
access side – dissemination

function -, which is regulated
primarily by domestic law
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Two sets of problems shall be distinguished: (1) impact of TRIPS, FTA, and IAs, when
inventing a newmedicine (e.g. use of genetic material, other research materials, use
of patented drugs and medical equipment); and (2) impact of TRIPS, FTA and IAs on
the access to developed, then patented vaccines and treatments.

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN reminded that international law mostly regulates IP
protection – incentivizing function – and not that much the access side –
dissemination function -, which is regulated primarily by domestic law. Art. 7 TRIPS,
however, focuses on the utilitarian motivation for IP protection: not only by giving
incentives to innovate; but also by promoting the dissemination and transfer of
technology – hence serving as potential basis also for coordination of access within
the international IP regime. Certain examples of coordinated actions with regards to
access do exist: the Marrakesh VIP Treaty; and, within the EU, mandatory exceptions
for user-generated content in the European Digital Single Market Directive.

Also, Art. 31bis TRIPS for compulsory licenses for exports can be understood in that
context, but rather serves as a tool for bilateral actions. In the COVID-19 context
(where no-one is safe until we all are safe), both utilitarian and humanitarian
motivations militate for the globalizing access to medicine.

2. Are initiatives such as patent pledges, the accelerator system or the
Research Data Alliance guidelines enough?

Although them are positive steps – according to Prof. DREYFUSS – these initiatives
are limited inasmuch they are mostly referred to (research) data. In addition, most of
these initiatives are driven by NGOs, such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
and they have not been decisively supported by individual pharma generators.

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN, recalled the importance of technology transfer
agreements – notably pull and push arrangements – to promote an effective
exchange of information while maintaining the incentives for companies. Another
interesting (non IP-related) initiative was the WHO Pandemics Influenza
Preparedness (PIP) framework, aimed at the exchanging viruses´ genetic information
against commitments to receive technology (such as vaccines) developed on the
basis of that genetic information. However, this mechanism might not be that
attractive as it does not enforce its quid pro quo – hence reducing incentives for
participation – and since it does not directly address private actors holding the
relevant technology.

3. What could the governments do to promote (COVID-related) research?

Prof. DREYFUSS suggested various tools, in hands of the governments, such as

publicly funding the research, so that the
governments could later assert their rights to
patented inventions. In case of privately
funded research, governments may make
use of research exceptions. COVID-19
pandemic teaches us that the patent
exceptions should be broader, but new
exceptions may raise the question as to
whether they are TRIPS/FTAs/IAs
compatible.

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN added that Art.
30 TRIPS was given a narrow interpretation in
WTO “Canada – Patent Protection” dispute,
but this was done prior to the adoption of the
Doha Declaration. FTA provisions are not
particularly problematic on this specific
issue, but IAs can give rise to investment
disputes.

4. What are the available tools to
protect access to medicines against
vaccine (or funding) nationalisms?

Prof. DREYFUSS replied that, although
there are some soft law efforts at theWTO
level, the issue is ultimately left to the
states, who shall act within the
international law framework.

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN referred to the
WHOAssembly Resolution, which calls for
an equitable and timely access to health
technologies, in line with TRIPS
flexibilities. He explained the functioning
of the Art. 31 bis TRIPS mechanism, which
contemplates the possibility of
compulsory license for exporting
purposes, and was introduced as a result

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://youtu.be/pD35rNehBZk
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of the HIV crisis as an attempt to address domestic manufacturing capacity
constraints in the pharmaceutical sector. So far, this mechanism has only been used
once, so there is limited experience about its effectiveness. Other TRIPS flexibilities,
including ordinary compulsory licenses or not allowing patents for secondary
medical use, can also be used by governments.

Prof. DREYFUSS developed the argument further by citing certain national measures
(such those recently adopted in Israel and Canada) which allows the Ministry of
Health to use patented inventions in cases of medical emergencies. The question
persists as to whether it would be consistent with states obligations under IAs.

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN elaborated on lessons learned from previous investment
disputes, potentially relevant for prospective COVID-19 litigation. Investors may
invoke the expropriation or the fair and equitable treatment (FET) standards of
protection to challenge negative impacts on individual IP rights, or changes in the
broader legislative environment. Law firms are already pointing out at potential
investment disputes, which might cause a chilling effect on the states.

5. Should the flaws of the current system be addressed from a systemic
perspective or at application level?

For Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN, the IP system is just a small part of a broader
framework which shapes the dynamics and incentives of companies. So the answer
to this depends on the individual circumstances, and IP’s relative role vis-à-vis other
factors.

COVID might teach countries the danger of ever-raising
protection and bring more exceptions, less scope of

patentable subject matter to newer FTAs.

Prof. DREYFUSS believes that the expansion of IP protection stemming from FTAs is
more a systemic problem. COVID might teach countries the danger of ever-raising
protection and bring more exceptions, less scope of patentable subject matter to
newer FTAs.

6. Are there IP issues related to
tracing apps?

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN does not
observe any IP-specific issues, but
privacy-related ones.

Prof. DREYFUSS sees that, just as in the
situation with patents, COVID-19 is

8. Is the opportunistic use of bilateral investment disputes – as opposed to
WTO Disputes Settlement Mechanisms – a threat to effective access to
medicines?

Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN reminded of the necessity to distinguish between IP
provisions in FTAs, which are problematic on the norm-setting level – here mostly
diplomatic pressure to implement FTAs arise; and prospective investment-state
disputes, which can arise under IAs. Past cases show that latter are certainly
something states might have to worry about – but one would also hope that ISDS
tribunals duly recognize the state’s right to regulate, especially in the COVID
context.

We should also search
for solutions outside of

the IP system to
promote incentives to

innovate.

It’s important to control
access to public funded

inventions - and how
they are monetised by

middlemen.

challenging our perception of privately-
owned personal data. In particular
whether the appropriability of personal
data can be severely challenged by the
public interest in accessing such data.

7. How to prevent opportunistic
behaviours of Patent Assertion Entities
in relation to COVID 19- related
technologies?

Prof. DREYFUSS argues that it is important
to control who gets access to public
funded inventions – and how they are
monetised by middlemen. She seems
more concerned overall with the
aggressive enforcement of very wide –
and potentially invalid – patents in the IT
sector, which can be addressed by
providing for cheaper means to challenge
validity.
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?
QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by
the audience throughout the debate. In order of
appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the
panel:

• In this post-crisis settings, Will will FTAs and
arbitration institutions risk to be the target of
opportunistic incumbernts’ litigation strategies
seeking to substitute national Courts in ther
sovereign roles on the judgement of the validity of
IPRs, such as patents?

• How do you suggest any global mecanism to
function in the light of the recent developments
with the over 37 countries opting out as importers?
How would you see global agencies pacify such
moves that might weaken any coordination for
purposes of medicine/vaccine delivery across
countries?
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9. Might a grace period for COVID-related disputes be an appropriate
measure to promote dissettttmination of research results?

Prof. DREYFUSS confirmed that the period to file for patent protection has been
extended in the past on the bilateral level between Germany and the US, as part of
post-war settlements. Such mechanism is not regulated in TRIPS, but, once again,
COVID-19 will challenge our perception of TRIPS and the ways of changing it.

In turn, Prof. GROSSE RUSE-KHAN believes that we should also search for solutions
outside of the IP system to promote incentives to innovate.

v

By Anastasiia KYRYLENKO and
Vicente ZAFRILLA DÍAZ-MARTA
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IP ARBITRATION IN A
DIGITALLY ENHANCED
WORLD
JULY 22ND, 2020

OBJECTIVES

4

In a post-COVID environment marked by a major breakout of IP legal disputes on contracts deeply affected
in all parts of the world, with a considerable amount of contract breeches, there is a rapid surge in litigation,
and fast-increasing interest for Advance Disputes Resolution, both arbitration and mediation. At the same
time, this complex new environment brings new challenges and opportunities to arbitration and mediation,
in particular on online operations, distance-based operations, small business access to arbitration and
mediation, enforceability of arbitration, information and transparency on arbitrators’ choice. The encounter
provides a broad picture of the increased, but also, changing role of IP Arbitration and Mediation in a
profoundly transformed business environment.

THE PANEL

Prof. Catherine
A. ROGERS
Penn State Law

Chung Nian
LAM

Wong Partnership LLP

The current pandemic situation has brought new
challenges in the litigation and disputes arena. By
way of example, the lock down situation triggered
the need to recalibrate certain agreements,
considering potential force majeure implications,
rebuc sic stantibus clauses and the breach of
certain contractual obligations. Also, the
suspension of most judicial systems leads to a
post-pandemic overload in Courts.

This context opens up the door to Alternative
Dispute Resolutions ('ADRs'), which have been
increasingly used in the past years, proving to be
flexible and, to some extent, ready to use in the

digital environment. This statement is
confirmed by the Moderator, Mr. De Castro,
who has shown some slides that expose the
diversity of cases bearded by the World
Intellectual Property Organization ('WIPO')
Arbitration and Mediation Centre (patents,
software/ICT, trademarks, commercial disputes
(distribution/franchising) and digital copyright)
and the exponential increase of arbitration
procedures before WIPO. Despite the Covid-19
crisis, it is expected that there is an increment of
arbitration procedures during 2020, especially
non-contractual disputes, under WIPO's
auspices.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, this growth also
raises some different questions and challenges
to be resolved. Consequently, Mr. De Castro
starts the debate by asking some questions to
the speakers:

Ignacio
DE CASTRO

WIPO Arbitration and
Mediation Center

https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/background.html
https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/background.html
https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/background.html
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1. First question: What are the panel's views on how Covid has affected the
resolution of IP disputes?

Our first speaker, Prof. Rogers, starts by pointing out that Arbitration was already a
very appropriate mechanism before the pandemic, as it was well adapted to the
online environment.

In this vein, the strength of arbitration is based on its flexibility and possibility to
coordinate different Administrations from different jurisdictions. These two
conditions make arbitration a very powerful tool to resolve disputes.

The strength of arbitration is based on its flexibility and
possibility to coordinate different Administrations from

different jurisdictions.

The foundations of our current International Arbitration system lay down in the 1958
UN Convention on Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, which
makes ADR relatively coordinated across borders.

Our second speaker, Mr. Lam also outlined that the pandemic has catalysed
questions around the use of arbitration or how to resolve disputes in a unique,
flexible, and agile manner. Covid-19 has caused terrible situations, such as the case
of the airlines sector and all the complaints regarding ticket returns or the case of
many technological projects which were forced to stop.

Physical restrictions have led to an increase of remote
disputes, which makes ADRs a suitable tool due to its

readiness to be used

Unavoidably, physical restrictions have led to an increase of remote disputes, which
makes ADRs a suitable tool due to its readiness to be used. In addition to this, a clear
advantage of ADR is the principle of party autonomy, which crystallises, inter alia, in
the ability of the parties to agree upon the rules and procedures to resolve a specific
dispute. Mr. Lam also agrees that arbitration is very flexible because it is not
bounded by tedious procedural rules.

2. Second question: What are the panel's views on the speed at which tech is
being used in ADR and its effectiveness? Does the panel predict there will be
more use of entirely virtual dispute resolutions?

Prof. Rogers indicates that international arbitration had to involve technology in
order to resolve disputes.As such, technology has helpedADR go online and gather
virtual oral hearings. Although, at the very beginning, virtual oral hearings were not
very popular and were seemed to only resolve small disputes (in order to save some

travelling's expenses to the parties).

Technology has also helped out in
managing documents and evidences of
the parties (some cases had to deal with
thousands of documents) and in
coordination structures, by providing
management tools that can be used by
arbitrators.

Another key point for arbitration is
confidentiality, that is much used in order
to avoid decisions or certain information
to be disclosed to the public.

Nonetheless, there is also a dark side in
arbitration, which is related to
cybersecurity problems, such as hacking,
or data protection obligations.

Mr. Lam highlights that the circumstances
and the lack of choice have forced us to
embrace technology.

Online arbitration may present
some risks regarding security
and confidentiality

Although, in the debate on whether we
should promote the use of virtual oral
hearings, he also warns that online
arbitration may present some risks
regarding security and confidentiality, it is
also outlined that current implemented
mechanisms cannot ensure that a witness
is not reading a prompter or whether
some other individuals are standing next
to him/her and guiding his/her answers.

Finally, on the issue regarding oral
hearings and cybersecurity concerns, Mr.
De Castro, points out that WIPO rules and
procedures have taken into consideration
information technology requirements
and, so far, there were nomaterial security
issues.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/arbitration/NY-conv/New-York-Convention-E.pdf
https://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/arbitration/NY-conv/New-York-Convention-E.pdf
https://youtu.be/J9nKpIBMXdA
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3. Third question: What does the panel consider to be the key recent
developments in the IP and ADR space?

Prof. Rogers says here that one of the main developments in the ADR field is the
revision, by different States, of the UNCITRAL Model Law on international
Commercial Arbitration, which tends to be adapted by national authorities in order
to implement a harmonised ADR model.

Although, historically, there has been some reluctance to send IP to arbitration,
given the fact that, sometimes, procedures timescales cannot be reduced. Also,
there are additional concerns, such as: (i) the risk of not having the award rendered
in due time (lack of own preventive measures); (ii) the added difficulty with the lack
of self-enforceable resolutions, considering that, many times, parties have to
validate the resolution in a national Court, in order to be fully effective; or (iii) the fact
that there is not an agreement on the composition of the arbitration tribunals and,
sometimes, agree on its composition takes months, which slows the process down.

The solution to some of these problems is the so-called emergency arbitration. This
system allows institutions to appoint an emergency arbitrator who renders an
emergency arbitration award, which is much closer in timeline and reduces
timescales.

Another solution pointed out by Prof. Rogers is innovation and confidentiality, which
has been well protected by data protection regulations and through Codes such as
the New Code of the Spanish Arbitration Club (Código de Buenas Prácticas
Arbitrales del Club Español del Arbitraje) These Codes also rule the conduct that
arbitrators shall present during a proceeding.

Mr. De Castro adds to the debate that emergency reliefs are a reality in the WIPO
Arbitration and Conciliation Act, implemented in Articles 48 and 49 of the latter.
These two articles contain the possibility to submit for an emergency relief /
preventive measure to national Courts.

Mr. Lam explains that emergency relief is an issue that has been very much in the
mind of IP Practitioners dealing with technology for the reason that interim relief is
relevant in terms of remedies parties are looking for.

A crucial aspect will be the ability of every national system to adopt emergency relief
at a domestic level. CIAC was a pioneer in designing the emergency relief, followed
afterwards by other institutions as the ICC.

On the other hand, WIPO arbitration rules are a variety of rules to address unique
issues to arbitration and IP related issues. Such rules also provide for: (i) how to
conduct experiments; (ii) disclosures of trade secrets and confidential information;
and (iii) other procedural rules.

A key point for arbitration, as previously
mentioned, is the autonomy of the parties
to on which laws apply, it allows to avoid
certain constraints or unpractical
situations.

Nevertheless, as it could be agreed,
arbitration has inter-parties effects and
rarely affects to third parties. So, in this
context, Mr. Lam wonders whether
invalidation of IP title might be resolved
by an Arbitration Tribunal, where
additional clarification may be needed in
the future.

People is increasingly looking for
Arbitration as a suitable tool to resolve
disputes. This is provoked by the fact that
sometimes, the same parties are facing
several disputes at national Courts.
Arbitration might bring all these disputes
together, as it is very flexible to adapt to
different scenarios and rules.

Finally, Mr. Lam highlighted that the
Singapore Convention on International
Settlement Agreements Resulting from
Mediation -which will enter into force on
12 September 2020- has the potential to
make the difference with regards to
recognition of awards and enforcement if
properly used and applied.

Mr. De Castro agrees with the rest of
speakers in this issue and indicates that
WIPO has seen an increase of cases in
non-contractual disputes that were
coming from different jurisdictions.

4. Questions from the audience. The
non-arbitrability of certain subject-
matters. Emerging technologies

Certain national laws establish the so-
called non-arbitrability. This means that
certain issues are not allowed to be
resolved by an arbitrator (criminal law, for
instance).

At the time of drafting the
contract, careful attention must
be paid to the arbitrability of
the issue at stake

Consequently, it is very important for
parties that want to resolve their disputes
by ADR, that the issue at stake (patent
infringement, for instance) is arbitrable.
Moreover, at the time of drafting the
contract, careful attention must be paid to
the arbitrability of the issue at stake in the
particular jurisdiction where the award is
supposed to be enforced and in some
other jurisdictions where it is likely to
cause any impact (as it might end up
evolving another State or territory).

Another aspect to bear in mind is that an
arbitration resolution might not be
challenged nor reviewed by national
Courts. Moreover, it shall be considered
that, in the vast majority of cases, the
arbitrators are experts in the field
(contrary to what happens, for instance, in
the United States, where most of judges
are not specialised in IP, but have to deal
with many different cases) so, the
resolution will likely be adjusted to IP
rules.

Mr. De Castro, on the issue regarding
arbitrability, states that the best solution
for the parties is to introduce an
arbitrability clause to their agreements, in
order to have inter-parties effects.

https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/commercial_arbitration#:~:text=adopted%20in%202006-,UNCITRAL%20Model%20Law%20on%20International%20Commercial%20Arbitration%20(1985)%2C%20with,needs%20of%20international%20commercial%20arbitration.
https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/commercial_arbitration#:~:text=adopted%20in%202006-,UNCITRAL%20Model%20Law%20on%20International%20Commercial%20Arbitration%20(1985)%2C%20with,needs%20of%20international%20commercial%20arbitration.
https://www.clubarbitraje.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/cbbpp-cea.pdf
https://www.clubarbitraje.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/cbbpp-cea.pdf
https://www.wipo.int/edocs/lexdocs/laws/en/in/in063en.pdf
https://www.wipo.int/edocs/lexdocs/laws/en/in/in063en.pdf
https://iccwbo.org/dispute-resolution-services/arbitration/
https://www.singaporeconvention.org/convention/the-convention-text/#:~:text=The%20Singapore%20Convention%20applies%20to,to%20resolve%20a%20commercial%20dispute.&text=It%20ensures%20that%20a%20settlement,a%20simplified%20and%20streamlined%20procedure.
https://www.singaporeconvention.org/convention/the-convention-text/#:~:text=The%20Singapore%20Convention%20applies%20to,to%20resolve%20a%20commercial%20dispute.&text=It%20ensures%20that%20a%20settlement,a%20simplified%20and%20streamlined%20procedure.
https://www.singaporeconvention.org/convention/the-convention-text/#:~:text=The%20Singapore%20Convention%20applies%20to,to%20resolve%20a%20commercial%20dispute.&text=It%20ensures%20that%20a%20settlement,a%20simplified%20and%20streamlined%20procedure.
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?
QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the
audience throughout the debate. In order of appearance,
they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• Online arbitration? What are your expectations for the
near future in numbers and kind of questions?

• How can the gap between specialised knowledge of
emerging technologies and intellectual property law be
filled? Disputes need to be resolved but the legal
profession may be lagging behind in its understanding of
such technologies

• Now that the pandemic has forced the dispute resolution
to go online, the cyber security concern raised by
Professor Rogers is pertinent. Can blockchain technology
be a solution in managing and dealing with evidence
taking in a more effective manner as a long-term solution?

• Having in mind the issues concerning confidentiality and
due process of law, which kind of measures can be taken
in order to enhance the online mediation/arbitration at
the international level, or at least part of the mediation/
arbitration process which can be tackled online?

• In terms of procedure if the IP office/tribunal of the
country has given a decision on the validity of the IP (say
patent validity) and there is a parallel arbitration
proceeding going on regarding the same issue, will res
judicata apply?

• How could international institutions best incentivise the
use of online arbitration by IP owners and respondents?

• Is expertise is overvalued? US SC decisions seem to
address concerns more holistically than CAFC, which is an
IP court?

• At EUIPO (dealing with EU trade marks) in Alicante we
have seen an increase in the number of requests for
suspension because of parties’ ongoing negotiations, on
the other side due to COVID we have launched a series of
initiatives to promote ADR, in particular for SMEs,
introducing assisted negotiations or expert determination.
They can be consulted in our website euipo.europa.eu,
ideas for business.
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Regarding emerging technologies, Mr. Lam mentions that there is an escalation of
ADR proceedings in the mobile telephony sector. Prof. Rogers points out the
importance of legal tech in the arbitration intelligence and mentions the relevance
of ADRs application to other sectors as the green technology industry. In her words,
there is a need to diversify and consolidate the arbitration community (which has
been traditionally related to US-EU) and add new actors from other territories.

One key tool in order to foster that diversity is the improvement of arbitration
intelligence software, which seeks for the best and most accurate arbitrators in the
world for every dispute.

Lastly, Mr. De Castro says that the best developments in the near future regarding
emerging technologies in arbitration will be seen in online management tools,
online hearings and in an attempt to reduce carbon footprint of arbitration.

By Rubén CANO PÉREZ and Alejandro GARCÍA MARTÍNEZ
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ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE,
SOFTWARE AND
PATENTS: TOWARDS A
POST-COVID CHANGING
GAME
SEPTEMBER 25TH, 2020

OBJECTIVES

5

The post-COVID Crisis environment is marked by an exponential use of
Artificial Intelligence and a further digitalization of society, permitting
mankind to overcome major limitations linked to the pandemic, and
proposing new options for many activities necessary to the business,
consumers, and the entire society. Consequently, the relation between
patents and software protection gets further re-visited. The Encounter
draws a broad picture of the increased, but also, changing the role of
patents in software and AI in a profoundly transformed post-crisis
environment.

THE PANEL

Dr. Noam
SHEMTOV

Queen Mary University

Prof. Dr.
Xiang YU

Sino-European
Institute for IP, HUST.

The 5th Encounter discussed the intersection
between AI & Patents approaching the aspects of
Patent Law that need to be revisited in a changing
world, especially due to the impact of the
pandemic.

First Speaker- Prof. Dr. Xiang YU:

Pro. YU first introduced examples of AI
developments to highlight that technologies can
be “used” or “misused”. In light of this, he remarked
that AI technology should be driven by the
principles of “fairness, ethics and safety”. These
principles should also guide law makers when it
comes to laying down or construing patentability
requirements, compulsory licenses, etc.

There is an increase of AI
applications, as well as a rising
number of AI patent applications
(especially in China) but, on the
other, only in recent years law and
regulations to AI are being
discussed at policy level.

He stressed that, on the one side, there is an
increase of AI applications (i.e. “AlphaGo” or
“Robot Sophia” which was the first Robot in
acquiring citizenship), as well as a rising number
of AI patent applications (especially in China) but,
on the other, only in recent years law and
regulations to AI are being discussed at policy
level.

He then turned the discussion to the main
challenges that AI might pose to Patent Law,
envisaging them in the patentability
requirements and liability rules.

From the patentability standpoint, he
emphasised the need to “revisit” patentability
exclusions in this “weak stage” of AI to exclude
inventions such as those that have
unpredictability and potential irreversibility (es.
Bias machines) or consist of merely computer
software. Moving to novelty, industrial
application and inventive step requirements,
Prof. YU invited to considerate whether a new
special criterion should be developed for AI
inventions, remarking the importance of keeping
the threshold of novelty not too low, in order to
exclude junk patents, and not to strict, in order to
avoid the exclusion of breakthrough technical
solutions.

Dr. Marco
ALEMÁN

Patent Law Division
WIPO
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Further, he reminded that in the realm of AI-generated inventions, “ownership”
represents a heavily discussed challenge. He drawn some proposals for
consideration which go from allocating ownership to the AI itself – to which he was
personally not in favour - to on the inventor/owner of the AI.

He then turned the analysis to the liability challenges, highlighting the main
characteristics of AI infringements. Based on the infringement model of cloud
computing, he illustrated US Judgements that could assist in the “multi-stage
implementation” to AI liability (see, for example, Limelight Networks v. Akamai
Technologies, 134 S. Ct. 2111 - Supreme Court 2014).

Public property regime for AI-generated inventions, at
least in this “weak AI stage”, might not be appropriate

Prof. YU concluded that public property regime for AI-generated inventions, at least
in this “weak AI stage”, might not be appropriate. Similarly, he took the view that the
creation of a new sui generis right might not be necessary in the present stage. Both,
public property and sui generis right might be considered as a solution during the
“strong AI stage”. In any event, he stressed the importance of increasing safety and
ethics in AI regulations (see, among others, Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI,
European Commission).

Second Speaker: Dr. Noam SHEMTOV

Dr. SHEMTOV introduced a difference among the current scenario, in which AI
systems are programmed to perform one single task or a set of related tasks, an
advanced stage of AI performing any human task, and the most advanced stadium
where Artificial Super-intelligence will be intellective creative and exceed the
cognitive performances of the human domain.

He shared his view in relation to patent entitlement and patent eligibility; in
particular he referred to the findings of his Study on Inventorship in Inventions
Involving AI Activity (published previously to DABUS EPO Decisions).

Under such study he analysed two main questions:

1. Whether AI could be designated as inventor.

2. (if not) whether a change of law was desired.

The first question encompassed an analysis of
Patent Law provisions of main jurisdictions (IP5:
CNIPA, EPO - in particular, the 8 key jurisdiction
of EPC, including France, Germany, Switzerland
and UK - JPO, KIPO, CNIPA), which showed that
all these jurisdictions included either law or case
law provisions that the inventor need to be a
natural person. This is also confirmed in Thaler v
The Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs
and Trade Marks [2020] EWHC 2412 (Pat).
Hence, as a matter of law, AI cannot be
designated as inventor in the current scenario
and in the foreseeable future. Moreover,
according to the rules of the aforementioned
jurisdictions, the human agent could be always
identified in the present stage.

Regarding whether the law should be
reconsidered so that AI could be identified as an
inventor in a future in which only AI will impulse
the inventions, Dr. SHEMTOV expressed his
view, on whether the AI-generated invention

should be protected under patent law rather
than sui generis right, and elaborated on the
hypothetical adoption of another class of
patents allowing to not identifying the concrete
inventor. This last solution would avoid the
complexity of the involvement of national
systems in identifying and registering AI as
inventor.

In AI-assisted inventions, the
concepts of the person skilled
in the art and the state of art

should be adapted to a
scenario where AI is becoming
more prevalent in the invention

making process.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=13404956938043317741&q=limelight+vs.+akamai&hl=en&as_sdt=40000006
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=13404956938043317741&q=limelight+vs.+akamai&hl=en&as_sdt=40000006
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://www.epo.org/news-events/in-focus/ict/artificial-intelligence.html#study
https://www.epo.org/news-events/in-focus/ict/artificial-intelligence.html#study
https://www.epo.org/news-events/press/releases/archive/2020/20200128.html
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Patents/2020/2412.html
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Patents/2020/2412.html
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Patents/2020/2412.html
https://youtu.be/cxS5bY7V5II
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From the eligibility standpoint, in the current stage, when the AI system itself is
subject matter of patent, he referred to the EPO guidelines about identifying the
concept of technical solution. Regarding AI-assisted inventions, he suggested to
adapt the concepts of person skilled in the art and state of art to a scenario where AI
is becoming more prevalent in the invention making process.

With regards to patentability of AI systems themselves, he raised the question about
enablement and sufficiency of AI-inventions which refer to black box or lack
explicability.

CONCLUSIONS

Moderator Dr. Marco ALEMÁN

According to the moderator, the speakers pointed out the important role of the
patent system to promote innovation in the AI field.

The patent system plays an important role to promote
AI- innovation in the current stage

On the other hand, it was well described that AI-related inventions can be linked to
the human being that substantially contributed to the invention; thus, there seems
to be no needs to revise the existence rules about inventorship.

Eventually, speakers and audience put forward the importance of a better
understanding of the role that might play the exclusion of patentability on ethics and
moral grounds in the field of AI.

By Magalí CONTARDI
and Lara FARRUGGIA
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• Can a robot be an inventor? If so, how can it become
the IP owner?

• How does identifying inventorship work with the data
sets that the AI is trained with - particularly if these sets
are not owned by the owner of the AI?

• If you have a method done to cure COVID using AI,
and has got a product, who has thought about the
method using algorithms, should be the inventor?

• Do you think that AI-generated inventions need any
sort of incentive or could they very well fall under the
so-called “negative IP spaces”

• What about liability issues with an invention generated
purely by AI?

• Do we need to adjust the patentability analysis
developed for human inventions in cases when we
analyise AI-assisted inventions?

• Wouldn’t the problem of inventorship would be solved
by designating a legal person as the inventor?

• Let’s pretend AI is considered an Inventor, or a simillar
figure and its inventions could be patentable in a
special registry, who would be the owner of such
inventions and would they be protected in the same
way as an human invention?

• Could you flood the patent system with AI-generated
applications, proxied by real people?

• What if the owner could be a legal entity and the moral
rights (attributability for recognition) one or more
human individuals?

QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• The current health emergency represents an opportunity for the health care
market and pharmaceutical companies and, precisely for this reason, patents
are a "hot" topic. Could free access to intellectual property ensure affordable
access to Covid-19 therapies?

• Do you regard it as a serious problem when talking about patenting AI
inventions?

• Would it be possible to consider the data collector (who also organised it)
needed for the AI work a co-inventor of it?

• Does patentability of AI systems worsen the opacity issue?

• Would patent offices and WIPO would be able to keep up with the inflow of AI
patents? Do you see SMEs and start ups suffering because of the increase
search costs?

• In the strong AI stage, one possibility to regulate AI inventions is to assign
intellectual property rights to owners/users of AI. However, that empowers tech
giants that can first create AI algorithms and/or pay high upfront license fees for
AI-based software, before any creation is being created. How would you
prevent the creation of monopolies / oligopolies under such scheme?

• Regarding the proposal of “public property”. What is your view about a policy
that combines property of AI, but open access to data used to train the AI?
Would this not help to increase transparency and safety?

• What is the position in Chineese law regarding naming AI as the inventor in a
patent application?

• The problem with the patentability of the software born with the consideration
of what it´s software, just the source code and not the object code, because the
source code it´s just the instructions without a physical changes, but the object
code produce this changes. Should we reconsider the legal concept of the
software?

• It is very apealling the distinction between stages, weak and strong IP stage ….
Many things are going to change dramatically in the IP world in the following
years … and one of them, certainly, is the concept of Ordinary skilled person in
the art? How do you think the concept is going to evolve when facing AI
inventions from the perspective of China?
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TRADEMARKS AS A
BUSINESS TOOL
TOWARDS A NEW
REBOUND
OCTOBER 30TH, 2020

OBJECTIVES

6

The post-COVID Crisis environment is marked by a profound transformation of business and company operations,
commercial transactions, and consumers approaches to brands including a further digitalization of society and a new
geography for key trademarks. Consequently, trademarks will play an important role as business tools towards a new
rebound, in an evolving business and social format. How will /may trademarks play this new role? Which meanings might
be expected from this evolution? Are trends of the recent past to be simply accelerated, or would there be space for
diverse scenarios? The Encounter provides a worldwide picture of the profoundly evolving trademark environment under
a deeply transformed world and elaboratse on possible future scenarios.

THE PANEL

Dr. Alexander
VON MUHLENDAHL

Former VP EUIPO

Prof. Irene
CALBOLI

Texas A&M University
School of Law

The 6th Encounter addressed recent
developments in the trademark environment
and related cutting-edge legal issues arising in
the post-Coved landscape. In particular:

1. Prof. Calboli discussed the effects of the
Covid and post-Covid pandemic on
trademark applications and on the
protection of the trademarks.

2. Prof. von Mühlendahl discussed the non-
traditional marks role as new technology
came along to reinforce their protection.

3. Prof. Lin discussed about the bad faith and
the connection with the impact of the
pandemic and the lack of intentional use.

1. Effects of the Covid and post-Covid
pandemic on trademark applications and on
the protection of the trademarks

Prof. Calboli is currently conducting an empirical
study concerning the number and type of trade
mark applications related to the pandemic,
which have been filed before the USPTO. The
study looks at ‘Covid’ and related words, in
particular, ‘Coronavirus’, ‘Social Distancing’,
‘Sheltering Place’, ‘Quarantine’ and ‘Six Feet
Apart’. The analysed applications are divided in
different categories according to the type of
business. Those categories correspond to
medical businesses, unrelated businesses,
merchandising/slogging and slurs - that is,
offensive terms related to the words Covid and
Coronavirus in particular.

As of end of September 2020, the data show
that over 700 Covid-related trade mark
applications have been filed. Over 300
applications fall within the merchandising
businesses category, while medical businesses
and unrelated businesses count 200
applications each and, eventually, 10
applications relate to slurs. None of the
analysed trademarks has been granted so far.

Prof. Xiuqin
LIN

Dr. Alberto
CASADO CERVIÑO

Xiamen University, PR
China

Former VP EUIPO &
EPO
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The study finds out an unprecedented number of applications for something as a
pandemic. None of other previous big events, such as Iraq war or 9/11, or other
pandemics or epidemics, such as Ebola, had triggered the same results. Moreover,
the majority of applications have been filed either by individuals or by small
companies, while the applications for medical businesses are filed mainly by
corporations. Lastly, an explosion of applications for catchy phrases is confirmed.

Many Covid-related trademark applications are unlikely
to be successful

Prof. Calboli stressed that many Covid-related trademark applications are unlikely to
be successful. In fact, the abovementioned words will be deemed as descriptive for
medical services and be included in various disclaimer statements. Consequently,
the assessment of the distinctive character of those signs should focus on the
remaining components and their combination. Regarding unrelated businesses, the
analysed words will raise issues concerning secondary meaning, acquired
distinctiveness and arbitrary use of an existing term. Eventually, in the
merchandising category and slurs the words in question will face rejection
according to the doctrine of failure to function as a trade mark, causing the sign not
to be considered as a mark but as a slogan, a decoration or something else.

The reasons why individual and small businesses trade mark applications that are
likely to be rejected are filed still remain an open question.What is certain is that the
depicted scenario will occasion costs both for the application system and for the
filers.

So far, the economic downturn did not affect negatively
the number of trade mark applications filed before the

EUIPO
Asked about Covid-related trademarks, Prof. von Mühlendahl pointed out that we
are not yet in the post-Covid scenario, but we are currently facing the Covid
pandemic. A great depression affects companies, societies and the wellbeing of the
world we know. The Covid crises will have important and broad implications for the
trade mark environment. He highlighted that so far, the economic downturn did not
affect negatively the number of trade mark applications filed before the EUIPO. On
the contrary, the 2020 data show an increase in applications in comparison to the
previous year, with China as the first filing country, (followed by Germany, the United
States and Italy), thus taking the position usually held by Germany, US and other
European countries during the precedent years. This means that China is the first
country which recovered from the pandemic faster and more effectively than other
countries. In addition, he noted that also working methods at EUIPO have already
changed with the increasing use of new IT communications. And these are only the
first changes in the initial phase of the Covid-crises.

Asked about the same topic, Prof. Lin noted that the application for Covid-related

terms is a global phenomenon. She
introduced a case in China involving the
applications for the name of two hospitals
as trademarks. Those applications have
been rejected on the basis of Article 10(8)
of Chinese trade mark law. In addition,
since February-March 2020 it is no longer
possible to take advantage of the names of
diseases, medicines and medical
terminology.

To conclude, Prof. Calboli highlighted also
how the Covid-crises opened new market
opportunities for the brand and trade mark
industry. Moreover, famous brands,
especially in the fashion sector, have linked
brand power to corporate and social
responsibility. During the first wave of the
pandemic, those companies found the way
to continue building the goodwill of the
brands they have created and to carry on

for public uses. Then, an online business
and other business were created, calling
corporations for support and solidarity.
Currently, corporations are required to
adapt their products and production to the
challenges of the post-Covid world.

Currently, corporations are
required to adapt their

products and production to
the challenges of the post-

Covid world.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://youtu.be/9NV5TPpBEKo
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2. The non-traditional marks role as new technology came along to
reinforce their protection

Prof. von Mühlendahl introduced his presentation focusing on the issues and
developments concerning non-traditional trademarks. While the TRIPS Agreement
foresees registration for signs that are visible (e.g. shapes, colours, combination of
colours etc.), issues arise in relation to signs that are not visible, but still capable of
identifying goods and services according to their commercial origin (e.g. sound,
smell, touch), particularly in the current Covid-dominated world.

The category of non-traditional trademarks encompasses not only visible and
perceptible signs, such as holograms and moving signs that are not stationary in
time, but also new categories of two or three-dimensional visible signs, such as
position marks and pattern marks. He pointed out that modern advanced Legal
systems seem not to have problems with signs that are not visible on the basis of the
potentially use of the allegedly infringing signs on the market by identical or similar
signs.

Regarding formalities, he highlighted that almost all countries accept those signs
with the exception of US, where they should be disclosed in use in order to be
identified precisely and accurately, so that the examining authorities and the public
know what is claimed as subject matter and also the claimed function is disclosed.
Pursuant to Article 4 of the Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 of the European Parliament
and of the Council on the European Union trade mark, a clear and precise
determination of the subject-matter is required for the sign to be registrable. On the
one hand, the requirement is not particularly problematic for shape, colour, pattern
and position marks. In addition, issues of identification are solvable and do not
present serious obstacles to the registration of visible or audible non-traditional
marks. In fact, sound marks are not reproduced by standard notation but may be
perceived from sound recordings deposited when they are audible via internet.
Moving or motionmarks and hologramsmay requiremotion pictures and video with
or without sounds.On the other hand, however, registration is not possible for smell,
taste and touch, until when those perceptions can be rendered reproducible.
Nevertheless, the number of non-traditional trademarks applications is still relatively
limited. Up to September 2020, EUIPO registered 197 position marks,
54 multimedia mark, 11 holograms and 1000 three-dimensional marks. However,
the number is expected to further increase in the coming years.

As to the absolute grounds examination, although no case-law has been developed
for the moment, he highlighted the tendency of excluding simple sounds as being
non-distinctive, while motion and multimedia are just at their beginning. In
particular, it should be clarified how to apply the absolute exclusions to those type
of marks when they represent the goods themselves, or their technical functionality,
or the value conferring the shapes.

To conclude, Prof. vonMühlendahl addressed several additional open questions. He
questioned how issues of similarity and conflict could be solved when the relevant

signs belong to the same or different
categories. Regarding clearance, he
considered problematic that there are no
proper standards, or tailored search criteria, or
identification of individual features in place
yet. As it concerns priority claims at the
international level, the TRIPS minimum
standard doctrine does not help in the
absence of acceptance of all the forms of non-
traditional trademarks in all the systems. Those
signs cannot be either registered under
Madrid system as this is not based on
advanced technologies.

3. The bad faith and the connectionwith
the impact of the pandemic and the lack of
intentional use.

Prof. Lin introduced her speech recognising
the importance of the revision of the Chinese
Trade Mark Law in 2019, in particular
concerning bad faith. The amended Article 4
states now that trade mark applications not for
the purpose of their use - thus in bad faith -
shall be rejected. This article introduced a
fundamental change in the practice of trade
mark protection. In fact, under one to file
system, in China it was legal for any business
and individual to apply for many trademarks as
requested, causing 26 million trademarks –
currently in force - to be registered during the
last 15 years, and many applicants using this
system as a business model to sell trademarks.

Since the definition of bad faith in the
legislation is not clear, it is deducted according
to the examination practice (CIPO), which
distinguishes 4 main groups. The first group
concerns the free ride of famous, high-reputed
marks and domain names of individual or
others in bad faith. The second group is based
on the ground of unfairly occupied public
resources and relates to trying to register
generic names and generic terminology in a
particular profession in big quantity. The third
group concerns the registration of a trade

mark based on other people’s prior right - for
instance, famous book titles or video games as
such. This practice generates misleading
among the relevant public about the origin of
the goods and services. The fourth group
concerns the practice of repeatedly and
consecutively registering the same mark to
avoid the application of the 3 years rule of
cancellation for non-use. This list is not
exhaustive, as after 2019 the concept of bad
faith has been extended to the practice of
keeping the trademarks for the purpose to
selling it for profits, or the practice of
registering famous public places as
trademarks.

She presented the ongoing case of a Chinese
company which registered over
500 trademarks based on the trademark of
Victoria Secret and then put them for sale on a
website. This case emphasises the need of
avoiding free riding practices that was set forth
in the Trade Mark Law revision in 2019. This
revision is particularly relevant in the current
Covid pandemic scenario, as the trade mark
function has become crucial now that people
are doing shopping on line from home.

The effectiveness of the new
legislation can be noticed
looking at the increasing

number of rejections of trade
mark applications based on

bad faith.
The effectiveness of the new legislation can be
noticed looking at the increasing number of
rejections of trade mark applications based on
bad faith. In fact, in 2018 the Trade Mark Office
of China rejected 100.000 applications, while
in 2019 it rejected 40.000 applications and
in 2020 bigger numbers are expected.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017R1001&from=EN
https://www.ccpit-patent.com.cn/node/6201
https://www.ccpit-patent.com.cn/node/6201
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Prof. Lin noted, in conclusion, that scholars suggest that CIPO should ask trade mark
applicants to submit evidence to prove that the mark applied has been used and is
about to be used in a specific area, however this would result in that trade mark
application to be granted only whether that business was already conducted. She
doubts that in future Chinese courts will go as far as this. In fact, according to Prof.
Lin, Courts should look to an approach to determine the amount of bad faith.

Asked about bad faith, Prof. Calboli discussed the example of the case of the
registration in China of the mark Louboutin for lipsticks and other cosmetics not
related to its business, thus reputed in bad faith. Also, Michael Jordan saga is an
example of the use of the concept of bad faith not to prevent registration but to
cancel already existing trademarks. In the US jurisdiction, a statement of the actual
use is needed for a trade mark to be filed and registered, but she considers that
actual use is a very low use in commerce. Another relevant example not properly
concerning bad faith but clearly an illegitimate registration in US regards the
copying and ripping-off of ‘Havana Club’ and ‘Cohiba’. TheWTO condemned the US
for not recognising the Cuban places and using well known trademarks registrations
that cannot be used in US because the products are subject to embargo law.

Asked about the same topic, Prof. von Mühlendahl suggested that China should
tackle the problem of counterfeiting products and piracy by means of a legislation.

4. Conclusions

Moderator Prof. Casado Cerviño emphasised the main points of the discussion,
consisting of the dramatic increase of trade mark applications and the potential
relation between the Covid pandemic and the changes in business model and in the
bad faith practice. Moreover, the dramatic impact of new

technologies of the current industrial revolution can be connected to the increase of
new kind of trademarks. In fact, apparently in Mexico they have accepted smell

By Lara FARRUGGIA and Letizia TOMADA
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by
the audience throughout the debate. In order of
appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the
panel:

• Besides the descriptive character or lack of
distinctiveness, morality can be a ground for refusal?

• Removal of GR criterion helped registering visible
nontraditional trademarks, and surely this will
extend to non-visible nontraditional marks. But
would the scope of registration be expanding too
far?

• While some developing countries require the mark
to be graphically representable (and thus they
potentially allow for NTMs), some other developing
countries are prevented from accepting certain
NTMs as their legislation indicates that a mark must
be "visible". Do you think that they should change
their laws in order to allow for the registration of
NTMs? Do you think that NTMs are relevant to
developing countries as a tool to support their
development?

• Apart from difficulties on the problem of registration
of some non-conventional trademark, what about
other problems that may arise regarding anti-trust,
subjetitivy of some perceptions (taste, smell..)?
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TRADE SECRETS: A RE-
VISITED BUSINESS TOOL
TOWARDS A NEW
REBOUND
DECEMBER 1ST, 2020

OBJECTIVES

7

Trade Secrets are among the most attractive, but also misused Intellectual Property Rights. The US has the lead in this IP
area. After decades of hesitations, the European Union recently adopted a Directive that offers new opportunities to
business, but at the same time is heavily criticized. Fascinating developments are also taking place in Eastern Asia. Also,
WIPO is promoting efforts towards better harmonization in this field of IP. In a post-COVID Crisis environment marked by
a profound transformation of business and company operations and commercial transactions, including a further
digitalization of society, how will trade secrets will play an important role as business tools towards a new rebound, in an
evolving business and social format? Which meanings might be expected from this evolution? Will the US and EU
approach further evolve? Would there be space for diverse scenarios, such as further international harmonization? The
Encounter provides a worldwide picture of the fast-evolving Trade Secrets environment.

THE PANEL

Prof. Sharon
K. SANDEEN

IP Institute at Mitchell
Hamline School of Law

Prof. Nicolas
BINCTIN

University of Poitiers

As Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY stressed at
the beginning of the 7th Encounter, the
figure of the trade secret has gained
importance in recent years due to the
possibilities it offers for the protection of all
knowledge and business information whose
characteristics do not allow them to be
safeguarded through other intellectual
property rights such as copyright or patents.
In this sense, trade secret protection also
offers several advantages, such as no time
limit or low costs, all of which place it at the
forefront as a mechanism for defending the

competitive advantages obtained by
companies as a result of their investments in
R&D.

This circumstance forces us to analyse
through this Global Digital Encounter some of
the issues that the legislative efforts of the
United States and the European Union raise in
this matter:

1. Current landscape in the United
States and in the European Union with
regard to trade secrets regulation: the
Defend Trade Secrets Act and the Directive
(EU) 2016/943 of the European Parliament
and the Council on the protection of
undisclosed know-how and business
information (trade secrets).

In regard to this question, Prof. SANDEEN
pointed out that since 2010, there has been a
coordinated effort in the international legal
community to increase the protection of trade
secrets and the harmonization of trade secret
law in the international arena. Proof of this is
the adoption of the Defend Trade Secrets Act
(hereinafter referred to as "DTSA") and the
Trade Secrets Directive (“TSD”) instruments by
the United States and the European Union.

Prof. Javier
FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY

IE University.
Elzaburu.

https://www.congress.gov/114/plaws/publ153/PLAW-114publ153.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016L0943&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016L0943&from=EN
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Both of these instruments are based on the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (“UTSA”),
which has been used as a starting point to establish an adequate trade secrets
protection regime. She claimed that the DTSA will not make a great difference in the
United States as it does not differ much from the previous content of the UTSA.
However, it should be noted that the implementation of the TSD in the EU
framework has made it possible to achieve a certain degree of harmonisation
between Member States and that it regulates several aspects that may provide
answers to some of the key questions that still need to be solved in order to achieve
an optimal regulation of trade secrets.

In recent years, there has been a coordinated effort in
the international legal community to increase the

protection of trade secrets and the harmonization of
trade secret law in the international arena

Elaborating on that idea, Prof. BINCTIN highlighted that even though the TSD
intended to harmonize the regulation of trade secrets along the European Union, at
the end of the day, the level of harmonization that this instrument has achieved is
limited, given the lack of definition or concreteness of certain issues left to national
legislators. For example, in relation to the legal qualification of trade secrets, in some
countries, such as Germany, there is no notion of ownership of an intangible thing,
while in others such as Austria or France, it is possible to be owner of such item. This
results in significant differences when it comes to ensuring the protection of trade
secrets on an international level.

2. Application before the courts

Prof. SANDEEN explained how jurisdiction is now shared between state and federal
courts of the United States after approval of the DTSA and how she considers that
federal courts may have the capacity of providing more adequate and concise
knowledge about these matters than state courts. Prof. BINCTIN asked Prof.
SANDEEN whether filing a complaint in federal or state court may affect the
protection of workers and their right to change jobs, especially given the disparity
in rights they have depending on the state in question, to which she responded that
United States law provides for the possibility for federal courts of taking the state law
into consideration with respect to the issuing of an injunction, so that state law
should also apply and be respected by federal courts. This includes California’s laws
which prohibits the enforcement of most non-compete agreements.

Prof. BINCTIN draw attention to the fact that, even with the implementation of the
Directive on Trade Secrets, we haven’t achieved harmonization regarding the
workers’ rights in the European Union countries, so we may have the same issue as
the United States in relation to the disparity of rights and the outcomes that might
result from applying the laws of different Member States.

Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY agreed with
this idea and highlighted that this issue
constitutes one of the main problems in
relation to the protection of trade secrets and
relates it to the differentiation between
employees' knowledge and skills (which has
not yet been duly delimited by the European
instruments) and the trade secrets produced
for the company, which must remain in the
company when the employee leaves.

3. Scope of protection of trade secrets
regulations

Prof. SANDEEN indicated that the objective
scope of application of trade secrets
protection is limited, as information must
comply with certain minimal conditions that
were firstly set out in the UTSA and included in
article 39 of the TRIPS Agreement in order to

be eligible for this protection, mainly: (i) to be
secret (not generally known or readily
ascertainable); (ii) to have commercial value
due to the secrecy; and (iii) to have been
subject to reasonable measures to protect the
secret(s).

In contrast, Prof. BINCTIN claimed that this
definition (shared by the TSD) is deficient, for
the concepts used to delimit trade secrets /
undisclosed information are not sufficiently
precise. For example, as regards to commercial
value, the professor considers that the value of
the information does not lie in the secret but in
the information itself (the secret is just a way of
protecting the information) and that based on
that definition, any secret business information
may have commercial value and therefore be
susceptible to protection by extending the
scope of protection of the rule in an
unbalanced manner.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://youtu.be/qImxRr1RwhU
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Those countries interested in adopting specific
regulations on trade secrets should pay special

attention to the language they use to define the term
In relation to this, Prof. SANDEEN agreed that those countries interested in adopting
specific regulations on trade secrets should pay special attention to the language
they use to define the term. The definition provided by the UTSA and DTSA are
preferable to the language of TRIPS Article 39 and the TSD insofar as they do not
associate the commercial value of the information with its secrecy, but rather with
the value the information may have for other competitors, thus reducing the
objective scope of application of the rule. For example, according to the definition
given by the TRIPS agreement / TSD, information about actions of the company that
caused an environmental damage might be considered a "trade secret" only
because of its secret nature, while this information should not be considered a trade
secret under the UTSA and DTSA as it does not have any value to the competitors of
the company. This serves to limit the scope of trade secret protection and allow
regulatory oversight to apply in a logical and optimal way.

Another important limitation that is built into US trade secret law but is not present
in the TSD concerns Section 7 of the UTSA which precludes tort liability and
equitable claims for the misappropriation of information not meeting the definition
of a trade secret. Under US law, the only allowable claims for misappropriation of
information (except in States that misapply Section 7) are the tort of trade secret
misappropriation for qualifying trade secrets or a breach of contract claim for breach
of an obligation of confidentiality.

4. Interpretation of the Trade Secrets Directive

Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY highlighted the existence of interpretative problems
in relation to the TSD, and more specifically, to the content of article 4 and the
inclusion of a new offence as the production or distribution of “infringing goods”
and the liability of those that ought, under the circumstances, to have known that an
unlawful use of a trade secret was being made.

In relation to that article, Prof. SANDEEN pointed out, firstly, that the offences
established in United States law include a state of mind requirement for all wrongs
that requires the wrongful acquisition, disclosure or use of trade secrets to be done
with either knowledge or reason to know of the trade secret misappropriation. The
TSD is worded differently, with only some of the wrongs specified in article 4 having
a “know or ought to know” requirement, but with that language later appearing in
the remedies provisions.

Secondly, Prof. SANDEEN noted that the TSD inclusion of a new offence for the
production or distribution of infringing goods does not exist in the US, except to the
extent that importation into the US is controlled by the ITC. She is concerned that

making distribution of infringing goods a
wrong under the TSD may lead to an unfair
outcome in those situations in which a retailer
may be selling some goods that include a
misappropriated trade secret; once notified,
they may be deemed to have the requisite
knowledge to be subjected to liability for trade
secret misappropriation.

Prof. BINCTIN expanded on this idea by saying
that there is also concern in Europe about two
different questions: (i) the clashes between the
consideration of business secrets as property
(as in France in some cases) and their
classification as an act of unfair competition (as
in Germany), although due to the
harmonization of common civil procedural
rules carried out by the Directive, which has a
real impact in practice specially in front of
counterfeit seizure to identify which
information can be disclosed, this issue is
mitigated; and (ii) the distinction between a
lawful and an unlawful act, which may be more
problematic, for there are certain situations that
may fall between these two definitions and it
could be difficult in front of the courts to argue
whether an act is lawful or not.

5. Harmonization in other countries

After Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY asked the
speakers to provide information about the
protection of trade secrets in other countries
rather than United States and EU countries,
Prof. SANDEEN referred to another piece of
legislation including trade secrets regulation,
such as the agreement between United States,
Mexico and Canada (the so-called “new”
NAFTA agreement) in which trade secret rules
were updated in article 1711. She pointed out
that there have been efforts by the US Trade
Representative since the TRIPS Agreement to
include trade secret provisions in FTAS, often
including a requirement that members to the
agreement establish criminal penalties for the
theft of trade secrets. Other countries that are
expanding their legislative efforts to protect
business secrets are Japan and China, which
have amended their trade secret laws in recent
years.

Prof. BINCTIN provided a financial perspective
and implied that depending on the
qualification (property, etc.) given to the trade
secret, it may have certain advantages in terms
of taxation, so there is a need for harmonized
regulation in this area to give clarity to
businesses and enable them to obtain the
maximum possible benefit. The BEPS NEXUS
initiative shows how this point can be
important et remains unharmonized.

6. Additional need for harmonization on
a European level

Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY raised the
question of whether a second Directive or even
a European Regulation would be necessary to
achieve full and satisfactory harmonization in
this area, to which Prof. BINCTIN answered that,
for sure, we will need further solutions for trade
secrets regulation, so as to achieve a real civil
global harmonization that answers some
questions such as the tort liability applicable
regime.

The European
Commission proposed in
the recent European Data
Strategy (February 2020)
a review of the Trade
Secrets Directive in order
to determine its role as a
framework for data
sharing and exchange.

i

https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips_03_e.htm
https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/united-states-mexico-canada-agreement/agreement-between
https://www.jurists.co.jp/sites/default/files/tractate_pdf/ja/71474.pdf
https://www.nbr.org/publication/the-state-of-trade-secret-protections-in-china/
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Prof. SANDEEN added that there is no coordination between European instruments
such as the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) and TSD and that a closer
examination of the intersection between these instruments and the consequences
arising from them is needed. In this sense, Prof. BINCTIN pointed out that the
existence of different regulations that may include the same object or behavior
within their scope of application causes difficulties in determining responsibilities
before the European courts and that the real challenge for the European Union lies
in drawing up a global and fully harmonized regulation that avoids fragmentation
and dispersion of concepts and rules.

The real challenge for the European Union lies in
drawing up a global and fully harmonized regulation
that avoids fragmentation and dispersion of concepts

and rules.

7. Additional dilemmas: the extraterritorial application of EE. UU
regulations

Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY raised the issue of the possibility of US courts having
jurisdiction over European countries in cases of trade secrets protection, an
important matter given the current situation where most transactions are digital and
it can become complicated to determine where the harmful action was carried out,
etc.

Prof. SANDEEN pointed out that there is little jurisprudence in regard to this specific
matter and its regulation in the DTSA and that it needs further development.
However, even in those cases in which the United States courts can claim jurisdiction
over foreign parties, often the resulting judgements still have to be recognized and
enforced in the correspondent foreign countries, which is not always possible.

8. Considerations about the future

In order to conclude, Prof. FERNÁNDEZ-LASQUETTY highlighted
the fact that trade secrets will have an important and relevant role
on the current context of relevant technological developments
and inventions and that future questions may arise in relation to
trade secrets and the protection of data or even algorithms.

Countries such as China have joined this trend of increasing trade secrets
protection and have tightened their domestic regulations, proposing higher
penalties for cases where trade secrets have been provided to foreign persons,
institutions or organisations.

See

i

Trade secrets will have an important role
on the current context of relevant
technological developments and
inventions. Future questions may arise in
relation to trade secrets and the
protection of data or even algorithms.

Prof. BINCTIN endorsed this idea and stated that the figure of trade secrets in
relation to new technologies is very relevant; for example, in those situations in
which a certain element, such as an algorithm or big amounts of data, can’t be
protected through other intellectual property right like patents, trade secrets may
provide an adequate protection and even offer important possibilities to guarantee
competitive advantage.

Prof. SANDEEN gave some final notes in this regard, pointing out that (i) not all
information and data are trade secrets and they cannot be equated and that (ii) we
have to think about how to facilitate the sharing of data between companies to
reduce inefficiencies arising from the collection of the same information by different
companies, an issue that trade secrets legislation may be able to help with.

Raúl RUIZ RODRÍGUEZ

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0679&from=ES
https://chinaipr.com/2020/11/19/treating-the-foreign-differently-in-trade-secret-enforcement/
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the debate. In order of
appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• What is the "direction" (if any) of trade secret regulations in EU and US free trade agreements and similar
agreements?

• why did it take humanity so long to legislate on trade secrets beyond some isolated national levels whilst
legislation on patents dates back numerous centuries ?

• Guntenberg moved to Strasbourg to work his invention which was regulated in Mainz. Elon Musk wants
to move from California to Texas. Innovation seems to like localization and less regulation. Do you think
Europe's harmonization is the way or are localized regimes better?

• Given the difficulties currently encountered in protecting inventions related to artificial intelligence
systems, both because of possible lack of invetorship and/or because of issues related to the sufficiency
of disclosure (Art. 83 of the EPC), could trade secrets provide a valid alternative and even, in a way, enter
into competition with the patent system?
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THE AI AND DATA-LED
REVOLUTION OF
COPYRIGHT AND ITS
WIDER IMPLICATIONS
JANUARY 13TH, 2021

OBJECTIVES

8

Further to the COVID Crisis, Artificial Intelligence and Data are becoming central to the
development of mankind, as they are interacting massively with numerous sectors of human
activity and creativity. This is necessarily leading to a Revolution of Copyright, that would be
connected to ethical, practical, and economic considerations relating to AI input, AI output,
data mining issues, etc. Mankind, and thus Legislators, are therefore facing unprecedented
complex challenges. Which meanings might be expected from this evolution /revolution?
Will the US and EU approach further evolve? Would there be space for diverse scenarios,
such as further international harmonization? The Encounter draws a worldwide picture of
this pre-revolution legal environment under a deeply transformed world and elaborate on
possible future scenarios.

THE PANEL

Prof. Christophe
GEIGER

CEIPI, University of
Strasbourg

Prof. Daniel
GERVAIS
Vanderbilt
IP Program

According to Dr. Wennersten, last year’s most
discussed topic was AI and intellectual
property. She highlighted two relevant
European policy documents: the European
Parliament Resolution of 20 October 2020 on
intellectual property rights for the
development of artificial intelligence
technologies (2020/2015(INI)); and the
European Commission’s Report on Trends
and Developments in Artificial Intelligence –
Challenges to the Intellectual Property Rights
Framework of 25 November 2020.

Dr. Wennersten pointed out that while
copyright has been able to adapt to the
technological revolutions for 150 years, will it
be able to adapt to the AI revolution?

Copyright has been able to
adapt to the technological
revolutions for 150 years, will it
be able to adapt to the AI
revolution?

1. HOWTO TREAT THE OUTPUT

a. Could output that is created by a
totally autonomous AI be protected by
copyright?

Prof. Gervais stated that, as lawyers, we are
trained to think by analogy, however, we are
dealing with something unprecedented. Why
is AI unprecedented? Let’s look at originality.
Originality which is a worldwide notion is
defined as the result of creative choices. For
the first time in history we have to assess the
creativity of the choices made by AI.

Why would the machine creation deserve
copyright protection? Why would they
deserve a moral right? For some, it is like work
made for hire in the US or corporate
authorship. However, we are dealing with
exactly the opposite. In a work made for hire,
there is a transfer from human authors to a
legal entity, whereas in the case of AI it is a
machine creativity transferring to a human.
Why these machines creations deserve some
kind of protection?

Jur. dr. Ulrika
WENNERSTEN
Lund University

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0277_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0277_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0277_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0277_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0277_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/trends-and-developments-artificial-intelligence-challenges-intellectual-property-rights-0
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/trends-and-developments-artificial-intelligence-challenges-intellectual-property-rights-0
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b. Do you think all these different ways to create should be handled the
same way legally?

Prof. Gervais suggests treating it as a sliding scale. The software might make some
choices, it might give you suggestions on how to improve your novel, for instance,
but it necessarily does not reach a creative threshold. During the European Study on
AI and IP, cases such as the ‘new Rembrandt’ were studied, but still there is human
involvement or more specifically a human cause. However, it is just a matter of time
that AI starts to make substantive creative choices. At some point we have to be
prepared to cross the line. And there it will be asked, does this work deserve
copyright protection?

c. If we look at the process of AI, where in the process could you actually
say you could have some sort of protection?

Prof. Gervais referred to the Turing test. Turing test’s aim is to evaluate if a machine
can substitute a human in a conversation to a point where a human interlocutor
cannot distinguish whether he/she is speaking to a machine or a human. The result
of the test measures the machine ability to show human-like intelligence. However,
the speaker is reluctant to grant protection to the ability of “fooling” a human.

The notion of causality might be useful to analyse borderline cases: the new
Rembrandt example shows the involvement of humans all along the process, hence,
there is a human cause. But we are reaching a point where the work created by a
machine is not linked to the human, and there we will have some hard questions on
the input side. Courts could rely on the notion of cause in these cases.

d. How about related rights protection?

Prof. Gervais stated that if you suggest there might be some protection we should
always ask why. We want to protect the authors as authors because we value what
they do for us in the society.

If you are a publisher, record company or a film studio, it might sound good, at least
initially, not to have to pay human authors. But, as a species, we would lose the ability
to develop as authors and artists, to train new authors, and collectively, we would not
be able to communicate as well as now with other humans, which is a critical
element of human self-fulfilment and human progress. It might thus not be
advisable to create additional legal incentives to accelerate the replacement of
human work.

Related rights are an easier doctrinal rule as they do not imply originality as
copyright, but they do not solve the question.

Prof. Geiger called for caution with regard
to the debate on the related right
protection of AI. It seems there is always a
call for some sort of IPRs when new
technology emerges. If we do not protect
by copyright what are the options?
Neighbouring rights, sui generis rights.

If we look at the history, in the EU we create
the rights very easily but once they are
created there is very complicated to get rid
of them. We are not sure of the expected
result of such a right, maybe a new right
could have a very detrimental effect on AI
production and innovation works, then
what’s the merit? We need to find an
added value to create a neighbouring
right.

Creating neighbouring rights might have a
blocking effect on creativity. We should

assess the merit of creation this right
closely before doing it. Prof. Geiger shared
the example of the database sui generis
right; other jurisdictions did not
specifically protect databases and still
companies have incentives to create them.
Moreover, the subsequent assessments of
EU database protection by the
Commission outcomes have not being
very positive.

e. Could we leave AI works in the
public domain?

Prof. Gervais stated that copyright is about
human authorship. On the incentive side:
people say we need an incentive, but for
what? We already have an incentive, works
can be patents, and AI code written by

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://op.europa.eu/es/publication-detail/-/publication/394345a1-2ecf-11eb-b27b-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://op.europa.eu/es/publication-detail/-/publication/394345a1-2ecf-11eb-b27b-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=51599
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=51599
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=51599
https://youtu.be/YHAs-q9qzpA
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humans is protectable by copyright, we already have an incentive. We do not have
to create an incentive for machines to run code. The AI industry is already very
dynamic without such an incentive. Do we need an incentive to have the machine
replace human faster at the one thing which defines as more as people which is the
ability to express ourselves and communicate?

We do not have to create an incentive for machines to
run code. The AI industry is already very dynamic

without such an incentive.
Prof. Geiger stressed that we should not be so scared of not protecting. Is not like
there is no legal protection, the question is: should we go for IPRs which could act
as a blocking stone in dynamic markets? We should let the market develop.

f. Should we be scared about all this output could do?What if the room for
human creativity becomes narrowed/smaller?

Prof. Gervais stated that we cannot prevent it, people will create these machines, but
why should we create incentives for machines replacing people? Are we better of
doing that? Why would we want more works created by AI?

Prof. Geiger stressed that we should focus on fix copyright system by helping
creators, policymakers should get the priorities right.

2. AI’S INPUT

a. “Feeding” AI with copyright-protected work: Would the new limitation
on copyright and data mining in the EU be relevant in this context?

Prof. Geiger stated the need of having a robust and well-functioning exception for
text and data mining. Last EU policy documents all mention AI, but they totally forget
about text and data mining and they are absolutely crucial when it comes to make
AI functioning. When you are feeding AI you have to search and reproduce a huge
amount of works. This becomes particularly relevant in the current COVID scenario:
to develop new vaccines you have to do test and data mining.

The TDM exception past last year by the Commission is very narrow in their
application and have so much carve outs that they do not allow start-ups to feed AI
works and also not allow them to search, and this is a major problem, because the
right to research leads to innovation and is protected by the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union and European Convention of Human Rights. This is
absolutely a missed point in the debate about AI.

b. If we look around the world text
and data mining limitations look
differently. How about collaboration
across the world in research with the
current European limitation?

Prof. Geiger stressed that this is not only a
global problem, look at Europe with 27
different exceptions. How researchers in
different countries can collaborate
together when they do not have the same
scope of rights/limitations.

c. Do you think post-Covid the
limitations on data mining will
expand?

Prof. Gervais stated that companies that
do AI have to be sure that they will carry
on data processing without infringing or
being sued.Are we sure the outcomes will
be better with over protection? If we have
different standards of protection, we
might end as the EU and US on the
privacy field with different legal
standards. It could be the same with data
mining exceptions.

Prof. Geiger was on the opinion that in
order to expand the text and data mining
exceptions in the EU, we would need two
things: either we revise the copyright
directive, it can be easily be done within
the action plan on AI; or, at the
international level with WIPO within the
context of exceptions and limitations on
education and research we could
introduce this discussion.

Another aspect would be to take the EU
provision on text and data mining and try
to interpret it in a fundamental rights
compliance manner. We have 2 different
provisions: one for research organization,
and one broader exception that could
apply to all kind of actors but of which
right holders can “opt out”.

While ultimately this must be addressed
at policy level, courts can contribute to a
better functioning of the system by
interpreting the opt-out provisions in a
very restrictive manner. Thus, if the
exception applies on condition that the
use of the works has not been expressly
reserved by their right holders in an
appropriate manner, ‘appropriate
manner’ should include the possibility by
a court to undertake some sort
reasonableness assessment of this opt
out; if not, we will have a general “opt out”
of all publishers from this provision and it
will never prosper.

Question from the audience: Whether or
not autonomous generated work are
protected, what effect do you think this
technology will have on certain types of
creations currently protected with the
minimal level of creativity such as
translations, map, and so on?

Prof. Gervais referred to automated
journalism. A lot of the basic reporting is
now done by machines, newspapers are
saving money and journalist get replaced
while AI gets better and better. However,
journalism relevance goes beyond the
mere protection of the authors, in so far as
it is a essential activity in any democratic
society.

Prof. Geiger took the example of
journalists to point out that they are a
category excluded from the text and data
mining exception. The scandal of the
“Panama papers” would not have been
revealed without text and data mining,
but this activity is allowed for journalists
under EU law.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0790&from=ES
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT&from=EN
https://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=basictexts&c=
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panama_Papers
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3. AUTOMATED ENFORCEMENT. WHAT’S YOUR OPINION ON ART. 17.7
AND 17.8 OF THE COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS IN THE DIGITAL SINGLE
MARKET DIRECTIVE AND THE USE OF AI TO FILTER CONTENT? ARE AI
SYSTEMS TODAY AT A (TECHNICAL) POINTWHERE THEY COULD GUARANTEE
THAT FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION?

Prof. Geiger stressed out that AI can contribute to solve the duties imposed to
internet intermediaries by art. 17 re automated enforcementmechanisms. Themajor
difficulty is that AI shows limitations when it comes to recognize whether an
uploaded content is legal or infringing, leading to an over-blocking or over-
enforcement problem. A lot of legitimate uses such as parody or quotations could
be easily blocked affecting fundamental rights. This is a huge problem. Article 17
says you have to combine these best efforts to stop infringement on online
platforms (Art. 17 (4)) with these exceptions (art. 17 (7)), but they do not tell you how.
This unsolvable conflict is now in front of the Court of Justice because Poland has
questioned the validity of this part of the Directive with regard to fundamental rights.

Prof. Gervais stated that if you look at the automated notice and take down system,
it is extremely difficult for whomever programs the machine to decide on whether
what passes as parody for example is extremely hard to do. Actually, that person de
facto is defining the legal standard. Who is going to take the burden to fight this in
court?

Prof. Geiger finally stated that it cannot be acceptable in a democratic society that
big platforms and right holders decide alone on what content is available online or
not. The Court of Justice has the opportunity to have a say on this.

It cannot be acceptable in a democratic society that big
platforms and right holders decide alone on what

content is available online or not.

By Carlos MUÑOZ FERRANDIS and Vicente ZAFRILLA DIAZ-MARTA
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by
the audience throughout the debate. In order of
appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the
panel:

• What do you think about a potential neighbouring
rights protection for the output? Do you think we
need another IPR in the EU?

• Should this topic really be approached from a
"rights" perspectives? Why not "only" focusing on
an exception for the benefit of machine learning
purposes, and stop there? (So that ultimately the
output can become a part of public domain for the
benefit of all of us)?

• Do you think the industries interested in a new such
right would really give up lobbying efforts in
Brussels and let go off arguing for a potential
neighbouring right?

• Further to the topics that you have so very
masterfully discussed on the human cause and
moral rights, from the perspective of copyright I
wonder about the concept of “sweat of the brow”,
not very used in Costa Rica but relevant in systems
such as US, I believe. Where in an AI created work is
the creative effort? AI has infinite possibilities to
create, when a person does not. Would you agree
that this also should be considered? Even if a
protection is granted to an AI created work and
authorship is recognized, it should not be in the
same level as a human created work. For instance,
in scope of rights or terms of protection.

• Should start by ask if the computer creativity is
actually creativity in the legal sense?

• Whether or not autonomously generated works are
protected, what effect do you think this technology
will have on certain types of creation currently
protected with a minimum level of creativity?
Translations, maps, etc.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:62019CN0401&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:62019CN0401&from=EN
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• If we agree that the output of autonomous AI should not be protected by
copyright and should go into the public domain, does that have bearing on the
input into AI? In other words, if the output is not subject to protection does that
justify no need for a license for copyrighted works used for input or justify the
fair use of such inputs?

• Will the exceptions for TDM expand post-Covid for the mentioned reasons?

• Do TDM exceptions in DSM directive exclude the application the concept of
"use as a work"?

• If protecting author is intended, isn't it better then to protect human creators
better against AI creations by protecting them for the use of their works to feed
the AI systems to create new creative output in competition with authored
works and with lower value? Especially for commercial uses.

• It is true that rights are for people and I would not argue that they are not
recognised in a machine, but if precisely as you have said in the current state of
technology there is always human intervention to achieve the products, why not
protect them if, as in many other works, it's humans using machines to get
better results?

• AI output and input issues are central. Automatic enforcement and AI also bring
crucial questions for creators. Which legislative efforts and practice may
develop to ensure a positive role of AI and FAIR BALANCE?

• Regarding the question being raised of where, in the IA creative process, the
creativity is: would you agree that in many cases it lies in the definition of the
algorithm itself (which could be protected as a trade secret, but not by
copyright)?

• What if instead of "The Next Rembrandt" the project was "The Next David
Hockney"? And let's assume that the AI had advanced so that it was
autonomous and did not require the human input that came with "The Next
Rembrandt". Do you think that no license would be needed to "feed" the AI
with all of David Hockney's existing works? What about Hockney's moral rights
to object? I think even if the output were not protected by copyright and was
dedicated to the public domain, there are still concerns--at least in my view--
about a broad based rule that there are no need for licenses with respect to
inputs for AI.

• In relation to the incentive issue discussed before, if I created an AI that
produced a digital work of art and someone else used that digital work for their
commercial purposes without my authorisation, it would feel sort of a tort. In
some way, I created the work by creating the AI. I think it relates to the extent we
perceive AI as a creation of ours or as an independent self-sufficient entity. Do
you think that AI develops we might be able to understand better what
categories of AI exist and how to treat them respectively in relation to
copyright?

• While it would be hilarious to hear an AI-
composed country song about its V8 truck, does
the panel think that the future will substitute
authors with trained AI? Wouldn't that be the end
of "original content", since AIs can only base
themselves on past content?

• Do you think the monetary gains (if actually
present) of automatic enforcement will outweigh
the huge user morale and goodwill cost?

• To foster the debate about automated
enforcement through AI. In a world with ever
exponential rise of infringement of copyrights,
should we be really worried about over blocking
or over enforcement of blocking content to be
uploaded? Isn't it time to worry more about
enforcement of the existing rights as, at the end,
eventually all legal content will be allowed to be
uploaded? It should be a lot easier to upload
legal content, that has wrongfully been blocked,
than taking down millions of illegal content that
has been wrongly allowed to be uploaded?

• What about the concept of public interest in the
debate? I think more than fundamental rights this
concept might be more shared at the international
/ EU level?

• What about if an author A creates a text-based
work which may be transformed by an authorised
third person B, i.e. the purchaser, into a
“complete” new work by means of a special high
developed autonomous AI application of C for the
work only interacting B with the work using own
data, i.e. by text communication? Would copyright
have been extinguished? Would B be the new
copyright owner although without any kind of
creativity?
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BREXIT:
EUROPEAN AND
WORLDWIDE IP
FEBRUARY 10TH, 2021

OBJECTIVES

9

For British, European and Worldwide IP, Brexit means a partial fragmentation of a major IP
Regional construction. This is a new phenomenon that is going in the exact opposite direction
of the international evolution of IP, marked by 140 years of further regional and global
harmonization trends. This fragmentation is taking place in the midst of the Covid crisis. Which
meanings might be expected from this change largely unwanted by the IP Family? Will the UK
and EU approach on various IPRs rapidly diverge? On which IPRs is this scenario likely and can
we say that regional and international IP treaties applicable to both the EU and the UK have
rendered this “divorce” less painful than what it could have been? How do all these European
matters relate to the rest of the world? The Encounter provides a worldwide picture of this
foreseeable changed environment.

THE PANEL

Prof. Alison
FIRTH

University of Surrey

Prof. Craig
NARD

Case Western
Reserve University

According to Prof. Manderieux: “Brexit is the
result of a process that began decades ago with
the famous quote from Margaret Thatcher “I
want my money back” and has come to an end
with the Brexit referendum”.

Now, in this context, it becomes unavoidable to
question how this deconstruction does affect IP.
Especially considering that Brexit is the contrary
to the tendency of regionalisms and
multilateralism which had characterised the IP
international arena during the past years.

Prof. Fernández-Lasquetty highlights that even
though this scenario of “divorce” is unpleasant,
all the parties involved must work together
towards harmonization, as they are all part of
the same IP family.

In this context, Prof. Gagliani, who moderates
this encounter, believes that Brexit is done but
not finished, as many negotiations in the
commercial and financial field are ongoing.

1. The relationship between the
Withdrawal Agreement and the EU-UK
Trade and Cooperation Agreement and IP

Prof. Firth points out that there are two main
agreements on Brexit: the EU-UK Withdrawal
Agreement (henceforth “WA”) of November
2019 and the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation
Agreement (henceforth “EUTCA”) of
December 2020. The WA is an agreement
which regulates what happened once the UK
withdrew effectively, after an initial transitional
period until the end of 2020. Several WA
provisions ensure continuity, domestic laws
implementing EU law, EU Directives etc., have
been retained, with the effect of CJEU
decisions. EU registered IP rights were
transformed into national UK rights.

The EUTCA, on the other hand, includes
provisions for a long-period time. Some
agreements on continuity or on separation of
legal systems have already been reached.
Although the spirit of the EUTCA leads to
continuity. Prof. Firth believes that there is still
much work to be done. For instance, the
EUTCA contains reasonable provisions on
free movement of qualifying goods but it is
light regarding services.

Prof. Alain
STROWEL

Prof. Gabriele
GAGLIANI

UCLouvain Bocconi University

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12019W/TXT(02)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12019W/TXT(02)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22020A1231(01)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22020A1231(01)&from=EN
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Many issues are still really complicated, Prof. Firth indicates, for example, border
issues with the Republic of Ireland and how to deal with it. As for fishing policy, there
must be a continuing dialogue. Also, the rules on borders and counterfeiting with
third countries, which has been extensively regulated by EU laws; there is not a full
solution for this matter yet.

Prof. Firth stresses that there is an interesting debate regarding international
agreements and the instruments that were passed by the EU and binding for the UK.
The EUTCA provides that the EU and UK will keep the membership in respect to
international agreements of which it was already a contracting party (e.g., TRIPS).
The Berne Convention is mentioned, although the EU is not a contracting party. Best
efforts should be used to implement eventual other instruments, such as the
Singapore Agreement.

Rights in goods put on the market in the EEA will be
exhausted in the UK, yet there is not the same

reciprocity for goods put on the market in the UK
Finally, Prof. Firth hopes that there will eventually provide some agreement on what
to do in relation with exhaustion of rights, as EUTCA keeps silence on this matter. So
far, the position of the parties is a mere unilateral recognition of exhaustion of rights
from UK side. Therefore, rights in goods put on the market in the EEA will be
exhausted in the UK, yet there is not the same reciprocity for goods put on the
market in the UK. As a consequence, putting the goods on the market in the UK will
not exhaust the IP rights in the EEA. In general, Prof. Firth is positive, as there is a lot
of harmonization with EU, like in patent law.

After this analysis from Prof. Firth, Prof. Nard indicates that this “divorce” is a
devolution process. According to him, the focus on harmonization and continuity is
part of the debate but also this transfer of power to the UK is an incredible
opportunity to rethink certain provisions and cooperation agreements. In this sense,
Prof. Nard asks Prof. Firth that, even though Brexit is a devolution process, whether
they want to leave it all or continue to apply certain provisions, in the light of
continuity principles.

Prof. Firth completely agrees with Prof. Nard’s approach on the idea of entering into
a scenario in which continuity will be applied but also in which domestic solutions
will be also effective. She highlights that the interesting areas of the EUTCA are
where divergence is possible, as in the case of exhaustion. In addition, Prof. Firth
brings the example of Trademarks and the Commonwealth jurisdictions approach
and how States such as New Zealand or Singapore developed their defences to
Trademarks infringement in a different way. The EUTCA provides a solution along
the lines of the International Agreements (TRIPS, for instance) but also opens the
door for UK to craft their own defensive measures, being able to adopt local ideas,
together with EU law influences.

At this point of the debate, Prof. Strowel also indicates that there are reasons to

believe that the dialogues between the IP
experts and practitioners from the UK and EU,
which started when the UK joined the EU, will
continue. Oxford, Cambridge and London
were top places to discuss IP, with academics
and practitioners, and to shape IP policies,
and this will remain so. The dialogues
between the judges and practitioners will go
on and mitigate somewhat the departure of
the UK.

Prof. Strowel then compares the EUTCA with
the Trade Agreement between EU and
Canada (henceforth “CETA”) to highlight their
main differences. CETA was an attempt to
create some sort of a new “law order” (with
legislative, administrative and adjudicative
bodies), but EUTCA goes in the other
direction, its aim is to disassemble an
organisational and legal structure, what
remains is an accent on keeping judicial
cooperation and enforcement initiatives
between the EU and UK (provisions not

included in CETA). Prof. Strowel highlights
that the EUTCA misses certain provisions,
such as the mutual recognition of standards
or Geographical Indications, which are more
regulated and clearer in CETA than in EUTCA.
Another grey area is border measures. Prof.
Strowel stresses that if WA and EUTCA are
read in conjunction, some continuity with the
established EU system appear.

2. Whether International Agreements
and EU Agreements applicable to UK and
EU will still be binding for UK or not.

According to Prof. Strowel: “the “divorce”
between EU and UK is not too painful as many
EU rules are still retained”.

Nonetheless, international agreements are
not a helpful tool to make Brexit less painful

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22020A1231(01)&from=EN
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/text/283693
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/text/290013
https://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/in-focus/ceta/index_es.htm
https://youtu.be/rwgcE6gpyEc
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given the fact that the level of protection set down by international instruments is
minimal (minimum standards). TRIPS for instance sets low standard rules for all WTO
Member States. In the case of patent, Brexit does not have far-reaching
consequences. The European Patent Convention (henceforth “EPC”) will still be
applicable for both the EU and UK.

There are important gaps in the TCA. Exhaustion is not addressed. The border
measures concerning goods seems to already impact the fashion industry (for ex
control when clothing is made of natural material) .

Prof. Nard agrees that International Agreements are not the solution, as they are only
strong tools when their Members States are willing to accept their provisions.
Consequently, Brexit cannot benefit from International Agreements.

Prof. Firth expands the debate with regard to the Unified Patent Court (henceforth
“UPC”), from which the UK has also withdrawn.

All speakers highlight that the first UPC conversations started in the early 2000s,
whilst the patent sector has changed dramatically. Therefore, they all declare that
Brexit is a great opportunity to rethink UPC. In particular, Prof. Strowel says that UPC
has taken an unpleasant path for the EU integration, as within the unitary patent
package, the substantive patent law provisions are not included in an EU instrument,
but in an international agreement.

3. How BREXIT can be related to the US?

Prof. Nard believes that from an US perspective, the UPC project was a good attempt
to unify and harmonize but sees Brexit as an opportunity to rethink how patent law
in an international cooperation scenario shall be. There is a great chance to rethink
the UPC structure. In this regard Prof. Nard also underlines that part of the reasons
behind Brexit lie on the constant attempts from the EU to centralize all their bodies
(e.g. a single UPC Appeals Court in Luxembourg only instead of adopting a
competitive structure of courts. Europe can and should learn from the advantages
and disadvantages deriving from the implementation of the single Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) in the US. Prof. Nard affirms that in this regard, Brexit
is a delightful opportunity for innovation, experimentation and diversification.
Indeed, if UK can provide a different competitive structure of courts, this can result
in a positive competition, where different Courts complement each other and may
reach a positive harmonisation.

Indeed, if UK can provide a different competitive
structure of courts, this can result in a positive

competition, where different Courts complement each
other and may reach a positive harmonisation.

On the other hand, Prof. Firth states that
there is a lot of work still to be done. For
instance, UK cannot be part of the current
Brussels I bis Regulation on jurisdiction
and recognition of judgments and is not
sure yet on whether the Lugano
Convention will be applicable for their
jurisdiction, but then again, it is believed
that a solution will be found for
jurisdictional matters.

With regard to jurisdiction and
enforcement provisions Prof. Strowel
expands the statement brought by Prof.
Firth and highlights that UK Courts will
miss the possibility of pan-European
injunctions, for example in the context of
Community Designs and EUTM. In
addition, these injunctions are especially
important for digital uses.

Other source of debate in relation to the
EU Copyright Digital Directive was
brought by Prof. Firth, who confirms that
the UK did not intent to be bound by this
instrument at any moment. In words of
Prof. Firth, this Directive works narrowly in
the protection of rightsholders and sets
up unfair limits for journalists. Prof.
Strowel points out that the regime of the
related rights for press publishers (art. 15
CDSM directive) is already put in question
as some Members of the European
Parliament are pushing for new provisions
in the draft EU Digital Services Act, less
than 2 years after the adoption in 2019 of
the CDSM Directive. Coherence is
needed here. Prof. Nard indicates that the
same debate exists in the US regarding
this provision. News Aggregators always
say that they should not pay any fees as
they are doing a promotion act. Although,
the more public links, the less visitors the
original source will receive. This dilutes
the genuine work. A standard to regulate
what kind of uses is much needed.

Finally, Prof. Strowel points out that some
related rights created by EU legislation
such as the sui generis rights for
databases will not necessarily be
maintained in the UK but might be
reinserted within the umbrella of
copyright. But the future will thus see
some adjustment that might increase the
divergence between the UK and EU. At
the same time, the EU Database Directive
is being reviewed in the EU and might be
amended. Prof. Firth is sure that the UK
might import those ideas.

4. How does Brexit affect the
counterfeiting policies of the UK?

Prof. Firth is uncertain about the future
when it comes to this aspect, as this was
regulated by EU Instruments.
Implementing a blockchain system
technology for tracking is a great idea.
Tech might step in.

In the meantime, there has been an
embracing of EU style on mechanisms
against counterfeiting. For instance, UK
implemented the principles to reverse the
burden of proof for saying the destination
of the product. UK will surely continue to
have EU influences in the UK law making.

Prof. Desantes believes that there is
certainly a lot of work to do in many fields.
However, considering that a lot of
harmonization has been already
achieved, such as in the patent field, he
positively concludes that this separation
will not be extremely painful with regard
to the IP sector.

Alejandro GARCIA MARTINEZ and Letizia
TOMADA

https://documents.epo.org/projects/babylon/eponet.nsf/0/B415FE40DAEEEC60C125864600479CB3/$File/EPC_17th_edition_2020_en.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:42013A0620(01)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:351:0001:0032:en:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22007A1221(03)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22007A1221(03)&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0790&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31996L0009:EN:HTML
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• Do you think that Brexit may represent an opportunity for UK to abandon the
European acquis copyright originality standard of the "author's own intellectual
creation" in favour of a more "sweat of the braw" approach?

• About the possible future functioning of exhaustion in the UK. Are real
imbalances between the UK and the EU to be expected? Is the current
"asymmetric regional exhaustion" regime a good solution?

• For the British, membership to EU made essentially an economic sense. For the
UK, Brexit can also mean having to enter the global market on its own without
the safety net and negotiating strength that comes from belonging to the
European block. Could this not force the UK to take protective rather than
opening measures and negotiate a position of relative weakness?

• The UK government recently announced its intention to join the CPTPP trade
group, which requires the introduction of a 12-month grace period for filing
patent applications. Would this be a positive step for UK businesses? And
would there be any implication with the EPC membership?

• On Patents in Europe,With the materialization of Brexit, and the withdrawal of
the UK from the UPC system, is it not the right momentum for EU Member
States to amend and reformat the Unified Patent Court Project since, in any
case, it is not yet entered into force and suffers from being old before being
even “borne”? Parallel to the EU's focus on its IP relations with external
countries, and as a consequence of Brexit, should it not rapidly focus on
developing a steamlined, simpler and more accountable Project, e.g. among
the lines of the EU-wide Academic Initiative launched?

• What is the future of Directive 790/2019 CDSM in the UK? Will the UK adopt the
new press publisher's right? or article 17? the principles on contractual IP Law?

• The UK will set up its own GI schemes which will be managed by DEFRA. but is
the UK govt undertaking to protect EU GIs contained in any binding treaty? Also
related to the UK/US future relationship

• How do you think that what kind of impact Brexit may have on counterfeits? As
EUIPO has the Enforcement Portal and cooperation with customs etc If I think
about the potential of blockchain in the distribution network creating a log of
action (including at the borders), so is there incentive to include UK on that kind
of blockchain system due to the burden of custom checks?

• Regarding the 2019 Copyright Directive .. and its controversial Article 17
(filtering) Does the UKWill be the UK a good place for the YouTubers to settle?

• Does the UK any provision like that for music or
audiovisual content uploaded to sites like
YouTube, Vimeo.etc. Will be the UK a good place
for the YouTubers to settle?

• We just heard about the UL's application to join
the Lugano II Convention, but it was suggested
that instead the UK might "experiment" with
alternatives -- this appears disingenuous, as the
benefits of a multilateral system clearly outweigh
the potential benefits of experimenting --
experiment would require some type of
arrangement with jurisdictions outside of the UK
anyway.

https://cdn.uclouvain.be/groups/cms-editors-crides/droit-intellectuel/UPC%20Alternatives%20-%20Short%20motion%20-%2018%20JAN%2021%20%28with%20sign.%29.pdf
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FOSTERING A DYNAMIC
IP SYSTEM BASED ON
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
MARCH 2ND, 2021

OBJECTIVES

10

Further to the COVID Crisis, it is now generally admitted that sustainable development in all its aspects (including economic, social, cultural, environmental
aspects) has become an urgent priority for mankind. This is why, as Organisers of the Global Digital Encounters considered a priority to dedicate a full Global
Digital Encounter to IP and SDGs. Indeed, IP plays a key role in economic, social and cultural development of all our countries. How can and will IP contribute
to meeting these basic human needs, largely summarised in the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the Agenda 2030? How the current IP
system will /may be affected by the Sustainable Development Goals? Verbal rhetoric on the SDGs took place as soon as these objectives were created, with
some countries highly mobilised in concrete actions and others being approving them without taking much action. As one of the very few positive lessons
learned from the COVID pandemics, it can be noted that in this moment large number of countries in the world, as well as the European Union, are embarking
in far more voluntary policies that would contribute to better meeting the SDGs: if the IP System can play an active role on this, how will the IP system be
transformed positively or affected by the impulse of meeting SDGs? Mankind, States, and thus Legislators, are therefore facing unprecedented complex
challenges. Which meanings might be expected from this evolution /revolution? Would there be space for diverse scenarios, such as further and diverse IP
international harmonisation? the Encounter draws a global picture of this positive evolution for the IP world and will elaborate on possible future scenarios.

THE PANEL

Prof. Edward
KWAKWA

Global Challenges and
Partnerships Sector, WIPO

Prof. Peter
YU

Center for Law and IP at
Texas A&M University

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(hereinafter SDGs) were adopted in 2015 by the
United Nations as a universal call to action against,
inter alia, poverty, inequality, climate change, and
environmental degradation.

In a world where intangible assets are more and
more relevant, is the IP system duly equipped to
respond to these challenges? Starting from the
issue of making the vaccines for COVID-19
available to everyone, can we achieve the goal of
leaving no one behind?

Prof. Miriam
ALLENA

Bocconi University

In a world where intangible
assets are more and more
relevant, is the IP system

duly equipped to respond
to these challenges?

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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1) WHYARE THE SDGs SO IMPORTANT FOR IP?

Prof. KWAKWA: The 2030 agenda is undoubtedly very ambitious because it sets out
a roadmap to protect the planet, to ensure that all people live in peace and
prosperity.

Two examples can explain their importance for IP:

• On December 19th, 2019, the UN passed a Resolution on Science,
Technology, and Innovation for Sustainable Development, recognizing the
importance of the measurement of national innovation systems, with specific
reference to the Global Innovation Index published by WIPO;

• On September 11th, 2020, the UN passed a Resolution on Consolidating
Gains and Accelerating Efforts to Control and Eliminate Malaria in
Developing Countries. This resolution recognizes the importance of
innovation in eliminating malaria, including the role of WIPO Re:Search, one
of WIPO’s public private partnerships, through which the public and private
sector share IP and expertise with the global health research community.

Prof. YU: The SDGs can have three main contributions:

IP is a tool and not an end in itself
• The first is a reminder that IP is a tool and not an end in itself. In this sense,

when we want to increase IP protection, the SDGs are the goals that we
should keep in mind when developing new IP laws and policies.

• The second deals with the fact that IP is multidimensional. We need a holistic
debate to achieve the 17 SDGs. This can help us to think about the direction
and intensity of our efforts.

• The third is about legitimacy. It is important to have a document and
consensus among the UN Member States about what we need to achieve to
the benefit of the international community.

2) WHY IS IP SO IMPORTANT FOR THE SDGs?

Prof. KWAKWA: IP and the SDGs go hand in hand.

WIPO launched in 2016 the Inventor Assistance Program, which aims to level the
playing field for inventors who struggle to secure patents for their invention due to
a lack of funds. As an example, Antonio Gonzalo, a Colombian inventor, received

professional support from WIPO. He invented a
device to prevent ambulances and other large
vehicles from sliding when there is mud on the
road, which creates a high risk for the patients
and the people transported. WIPO put the
inventor in touch with a Colombian lawyer who
provides pro bono services, allowing the
inventor to get a patent and commercialize his
life-saving invention.

There is a perception problem with IP. It seems
that only developed countries benefit from IP.
This is traditionally true, but 2020 WIPO annual
statistics on IP indicators show that the Patent
Cooperation Treaty witnessed an increase of 4%
during the pandemic. More importantly, the first
7 countries on the list with the highest
percentage increase are developing countries,
which are now big players in the IP system.

Prof. YU: Science, technology, and innovation are
important for all SDGs. Whatever IP rights we

take into account – be they copyrights,
patents, trademarks, trade secrets, designs,
geographical indications, or the emerging
protections for genetic resources and
traditional knowledge – IP provides a
framework that goes in different directions
depending on the specific needs. In
addition, it promotes commercialization and
facilitates licensing and technology transfer.

Concerns have been raised about the current
IP system but it really depends on the level of
protection we have in each country. The
difficult issue is that different countries need
different innovation frameworks and
different support for technology transfer and
licensing. Therefore, it is hard to agree on
common standards of protection.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/74/229
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/74/229
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3883572?ln=es
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3883572?ln=es
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3883572?ln=es
https://www.wipo.int/iap/en/#:~:text=The%20Inventor%20Assistance%20Program%20(IAP,financial%20means%20with%20patent%20attorneys.
https://www.wipo.int/publications/en/details.jsp?id=4526
https://www.wipo.int/publications/en/details.jsp?id=4526
https://youtu.be/c_XvvfrjpGA
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The current IP system seems to benefit developed
countries at the expense of developing countries.

The current IP system seems to benefit developed countries at the expense of
developing countries. What is interesting is that a lot of developing countries are
now taking advantage of the IP system, improving their economy and technology.

3) ARE THE SDGs COMPATIBLEWITH THEWAYWE HAVE UNDERSTOOD IP
IN THE LASTDECADEOR SHOULDWE CHANGE HOWWE LOOKAT IP RIGHTS?

Prof. KWAKWA: We need to shift our paradigm on how to look at IP, going beyond
normal stakeholders to meet new and emerging stakeholders, in particular the
youth. At the same time, we need to connect the IP ecosystem more closely to
enterprises and the economic systems. In particular, we need to go beyond ordinary
registration of IP to help those rights to go to the market. With this in mind, WIPO
created the IP and Innovation Ecosystems Sector.

We need to connect the IP ecosystem more closely to
enterprises and the economic systems

Indeed, IP can be a positive tool contributing to the SDGs. Thinking about WIPO
Re:Search, its founding partners, 8 of the world’s biggest pharma companies, have
agreed to contribute their IP assets into a pool that goes to assist researchers in
developing countries that are researching neglected tropical diseases, malaria and
tuberculosis. Through this program we can show that IP is actually a force for good.

4) SOME EXPERTS ARGUE THAT, IN AFRICA, MOST PATENT APPLICANTS
ARE NON-RESIDENT AND THE SECTORS WHERE PATENT APPLICATIONS ARE
MOST FREQUENTLY FILED ARE RELATED TO THE EXTRACTION OF RAW
MATERIALS. CAN IT REALLY BE SAID THAT SO FAR PATENTS IN AFRICAN
COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN USED TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?

Prof. YU: A lot of things can be triggered by patent-related activities, encompassing
not only the owners of IP rights, but also other stakeholders (e.g. employees who
have the chance to work on new technologies).

I agree that we need to pay more attention to the youth. The preference for
innovation models has been changing.What models the younger generation wants
will be important to both policy makers and other stakeholders in the IP system?.

Prof. KWAKWA: COVID-19 is a tremendous
opportunity for a rapid and disruptive change
on the way we consume. Science estimated
that we’ll see the most severe impact of
environmental degradation in the coming 50-
100 years. The rate of change has been
dramatically faster than what was originally
estimated, including the loss of permafrost and
ocean warming. Anyway, I think that we are not
in a post-crisis scenario yet. The worst is yet to
come. The crisis will take up speed as we
continue to damage the environment, which is
key in the SDGs.

The worst is yet to come. The
crisis will take up speed as we

continue to damage the
environment, which is key in

the SDGs.
5) IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THE BASIC IP
CONCEPTS WILL BE AMENDED TO
ENCOURAGE A LESS CONSUMER BASED
ECONOMY, SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE
FUTURE ROLE OF IP?

Prof. YU:We need to think about whether there
are other paradigms within the IP field that can
be beneficial to sustainable development and
to the international community.

Focusing on patent statistics in African
countries, as suggested in the earlier question,
is not the best way to measure the contribution
of IP to sustainable development in that region.
Maybe we should look at other models to see
how they have been increasing the capacity for
innovation and research and development.We
have a lot of new models coming from public
bodies, NGOs, and academics. The pandemic
has shown that people are willing to cooperate
on new initiatives, which are worth paying
attention to.

6) WHAT IS THE OVERALL IMPACT OF
NON-TRADITIONAL INNOVATION MODELS
IN THE ACHIEVEMENTOF THE SDGs?

Prof. KWAKWA: We need to start looking
seriously at other IP models, like genetic
resources. From the creation of vaccines to the
development of new food crops, the use of
genetic resources for innovation is today much
more important than ever.

As regards the way we use the IP system to take
care of our problems, the traditional method of
treaty making is probably too slow to tackle the
problems of the IP system. In this regard, we
should also be looking at non-traditional forms
of norm making, such as resolutions,
declarations etc. We should move closer to the
soft law mechanisms with the use of public-
private platforms to set the agenda and
guidelines.

Prof. YU: The challenge is to tie the ongoing
negotiation of international IP treaties to other
debates (human rights, climate change, etc.).
We should not let these discussions sit in
different compartments but get them together
to have more interactions.

The more developing countries can find
models suitable to their local conditions, the
more they will believe that the IP system
provides benefits to them. Debate around IP
started more than 200 years ago. At that time,
the debate focused on issues important to
developed countries and it took a while before
developing countries had a voice in that
debate. The international IP system is still a
work in progress but we are moving in a
direction where more and more developing
countries are benefitting from the system.

https://www.wipo.int/research/en/
https://www.wipo.int/research/en/
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7) WHAT DOYOU THINKABOUT THE IDEAOF SUSPENDING IP RIGHTS ON
VACCINES?

Prof. KWAKWA: I do not think anyone is suggesting that IP itself is an obstacle to
vaccines. For example, Pfizer’s problem deals with a limited production capacity.
This is why it decided to work in collaboration with other actors to increase its
production.

Few days ago, the COVAX Facility administered by the World Health Organization
delivered 60.000 doses to Ghana, a symbolic gesture to show that a multilateral
system is rallying behind the pandemic. The IP system in itself is not preventing
access to vaccines.

Prof. YU: The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) allows for different types of adjustments to the IP system to provide
flexibilities (like compulsory licensing, limitations and exceptions, and national
security).

While I support efforts to adjust the IP system to help developing countries to
combat COVID-19, I have some reservation about the way the waiver is currently
drafted and negotiated. I fear that this waiver will not be ready in time for this
pandemic. It will take a while before two-thirds of WTO members ratify the waiver. If
you look at the last amendment to TRIPS, it took more than ten years to get the
amendment ratified. Probably, any effort we are doing now will be for the next
pandemic.

Any discussion between developed and developing
countries involves a lot of bargaining. Developing
countries are unlikely to succeed if they just ask for a

waiver without giving anything in return.
Any discussion between developed and developing countries involves a lot of
bargaining. Developing countries are unlikely to succeed if they just ask for a waiver
without giving anything in return. So, what are they going to offer?

We should therefore think about broader adjustments to the IP system, as opposed
to only the waiver. For example, we could suspend IP rights during the pandemic but
extend the term of protection for those rights after the pandemic. This would be
more attractive to developed countries and their industries. But there remain
difficult questions concerning when the pandemic will end for each country.

CONCLUSION

Prof.ALLENA:My feelings after this discussion is that IP shares a lot of commonalities
with environmental law, e.g. the multidimensional character of IP, the need for a
holistic approach to tackle all the challenges that IP regulations have to face in the
coming years. At the end, probably IP has to change and evolve, but still it is at the
very core of sustainability. I believe that IP and sustainability are intertwined and we
have to make them work together. This is our challenge.

IP and sustainability are intertwined and we have to
make them work together. This is our challenge.

Maurizio CRUPI, Rubén CANO PÉREZ
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• How can the option of compulsary licenses to enforce owners of IP to COVID-
19 vaccines be used when knowing that the production of vaccines also relies
to a great extent on know-how (not included in the patents)? How can the
transfer of knowledge of intangible assets be incentivized?

• How can the work of National and Regional IP Offices be improved thanks to
better implementation of SDGs?

• The question is deeper than increasing access to innovation. Of course
innovation is going to be essential to achieving the goals. However, our current
global economic approach is causing the lack of sustainability. The question is:
can the basic concepts of IP be amended to encourage a less growth-based
and consumer based economic model, or are they too tied to the current
model?

• Some experts argue that most patent applicants in Africa are non-residents and,
more importantly, that the sectors where patent applications are most
frequently filed at the OAPI are related to the extraction of raw materials. In light
of this, can it really be said that so far patents in African countries are actually
being used to promote sustainable development?

• Which is the overall impact non-traditional innovation models as open
innovation or collaborative innovation have on the achievement on SDGs? The
latter considering, for instance, the shift in the innovation process and
subsequent attribution of ownership.

• What is the WIPO's definition of a developing country? The annual GDP of
Saudie Arabia, Chile, Singapore and Malaysia is higher than for example from
Finland, Portugal and New Zealand, which are considered developed countries.

• IP can be a positive tool and government and policymakers should be more
involved in deciding how to direct it towards SDGs.What do the panellists think
about the idea that incentives for pharmaceutical patents should not be mainly
dictated by the market value, but helped by objective parameters of public
health that could be publicly funded? especially if we look at the modern
monetary theory that suggests to rethink public debt and encourages
expansive measures.

• WhichSDGs do have a direct relationship with patents?

• Is the Lisbon System for the International Registration of Appellations of Origin
and Geographical indications to be considered as a key instrument to foster the
sustainable development in the developing countries (and less developed
areas of developed countries)?

• What role will WIPO and other international
organisation take regarding conversation with
industry leaders to develop new ppps and
proposals to transfer IP in these areas? Beyond
Research on neglected diseases and WIPO Green.

• Do patented inventions really relate to tangible
innovations, purchasable by customers and
clients?

• How about suspending IP rights on vaccines, as
discussed recently in view of the pandemic?

• Is research being done about changing the IP
system to stimulate the development of
technologies that help realising the SDGs?
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THE FUTURE OF
GEOGRAPHICAL
INDICATIONS AND
TRACEABILITY
APRIL 6TH, 2021

OBJECTIVES

11

Further to the COVID Crisis, it is now generally admitted that our planet will experience a complex period of economic
recovery. Some of the business sectors using Geographical Indications are among those suffering deeply under the
COVID crisis. Which role can be played by Geographical Indications in supporting economic recovery, and in promoting
post-covid sustainable development? Should the role of Geographical Indications expand to new categories of goods
and how can this be achieved, including in EU-promoted Free Trade Agreements? Referring to the criticism of the US
and several other wealthy or developing countries against Geographical Indications, is the current system fair and
promising for all? Will the US and EU approach converge or further diverge, and would there be space for diverse
international harmonization scenarios? The Encounter provides a variety of opinions on the future of Geographical
Indications and Traceability in a deeply transformed world.

THE PANEL

Prof. Dr. Patricia
COVARRUBIA

University of
Buckingham

Prof. Justin
HUGHES

Loyola Marymount
University

Dr. Delphine
MARIE-VIVIEN

Prof. Arul
George SCARIA

Unit Innovation,
CIRAD

CIIPC, National Law
University, Delhi

Prof. MANDERIEUX: Geographical indications
(“GIs”) is the intellectual property (“IP”) right that
has been created further to the pandemics of
phylloxera. Therefore, this topic connects us to
what we are currently experiencing during
COVID-19. GIs is one of the businesses which
suffers a lot during the current crisis and is also a
point of tensions in international negotiations
(mostly between the US and European Union).
GIs is an area where developing countries are
making fascinating advancements and where the
IP world is being restructured and transformed.
For all these reasons, the global digital encounter
should be at the edge of it.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

Dr.MARIE-VIVIEN: GIs are origin-linked products,
which existed since antiquity in many different
countries and industries (wine, cheese, wood,
marble, stones, textiles etc.). GIs were first legally
recognized in the south of Europe, especially in
France in 1905. Then they were recognized
among the members of the Lisbon System and
harmonized at the European Union (“EU”) level in
1992. Since the TRIPS Agreement (“TRIPS”) in
1995, they have broadly expanded to all World
Trade Organization (“WTO”) members. GIs
identify a good where a given quality, reputation,
or the characteristics of the good are essentially
achieved through its geographical origin. Only
producers located in the area and complying
with GI specifications can use the name
protected as a GI. GIs grant an exclusive right of
use to the producers. GIs are only for those local
products that have a qualitative link with the
place of origin. GIs are the reflection of cultural
heritage, the special relationship between the
local community of people, place, and products.
To ensure quality and reputation, method and
geographical area of production should be
clearly defined in the so-called specifications,
codes of practices or rules of use.
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Control of such rules is needed to ensure that products are authentic. Now, 25 years
after TRIPS, GIs are less harmonized compared to other IP rights, and this area is a
point of hard debates and negotiations between the new and old world.

1) WHATARE THE IMPACTS OF GIs?

Dr. MARIE-VIVIEN: During the last decade, the total economic value of EU GIs has
increased sharply. Outside the EU there are also some success stories. The Kampot
pepper from Cambodia, for example, is sold at a price, which is 5 times higher than
the price of non-GI pepper. However, there are some drawbacks. To be successful,
it is necessary not only to have a product with a specific quality and reputation, but
also a good balance between motivation and involvement of local communities of
producers, and support from the public authorities.

To be successful, it is necessary not only to have a product with
a specific quality and reputation, but also a good balance

between motivation and involvement of local communities of
producers, and support from the public authorities.

Prof. HUGHES: GIs are interesting and important, but they are a relatively tiny area of
the IP world. In Japan, there are around 100 GIs but there are over 1000 trademark
applications every day. GIs are crucial for helping farmers, especially in developing
countries, and they can do this through the decommodification of products. For
example, they can help raise the price in de-commodifying agricultural products as
is done through fair trade, shade-grown or dolphin-friendly certification marks. The
problem is that the EU oversells and asks developing countries for protection, which
imposes more burdens on those countries than it gives them benefits. The EU also
asks third countries for claw-back lists, to give exclusive protection to words used
generically in those countries (like “Parmesan”). Finally, the big problem is not the
idea of protecting GIs but giving them enormous protection in case of “evocation”.
This is why the US and other countries have pushed back so hard on the EU on some
of these issues.

Prof. COVARRUBIA: GIs can be used to preserve and safeguard our culture and
identity. Indeed, GIs identify a product but also identify a region and the people of
that region. The problem of Latin America is that we have borrowed legislation, so it
does not always fit perfectly well with our society. In general, in Latin America GIs are
divided into two categories: “appellation of origin” known in Europe as
“denomination of origin”, and “indication of source”. The difference between the two
is enormous because the indication of source has a weaker link with the region.
Geographical indication is about “terroir”, the connection with the land. Other
elements, such as people and cultural aspects are also very important. This allows
conceiving GIs not only as protection, and a business toolkit, but also something
more. The positive impact of GIs is how local communities are coming together and
feel proud of what they make.

The positive impact of GIs is
how local communities are
coming together and feel
proud of what they make.

Prof. SCARIA: There is a need for a critical
analysis of what impact GIs made in a
developing country like India during the
last couple of years. The first issue is that
in India themajority of the applications for
GIs are filed by the state, not by farmers or
any association of producers. In such
cases, we need to ask whether the
benefits are really going to the people
whomGI law wanted to protect. Secondly,
what are we protecting as GIs in India?
Around 220 of the registered GIs in India
appear to be handicrafts. As compared to
agricultural products, the geographical
linkages are weaker in many of them. In
some cases, the GI Registry has also

granted protection for religious offerings.
GI protection granted for Tirupati laddu is
an example in this regard. Does the grant
of GI protection to such products justify
the rationale for GI protection? Similarly,
we should also analyze the issue of quality
guarantee for consumers. If I look at how
this issue is addressed in India, I have a
very disappointing picture to portrait.
Regarding most of the GIs in India, there
are no quality management or strong
quality control measures. So, it is not clear
what exactly are we guaranteeing to
consumers through a GI. With all these
facts in place, I cannot say that GIs are
making a huge impact in India. Maybe we
need to analyze what is going wrong, and
take corrective measures to address these
deficiencies of GI protection to make a
strong positive impact.

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://youtu.be/cA7a2QBVhE0
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Dr. MARIE-VIVIEN: There are fewer GIs than trademarks but there are so many
producers behind one GI benefiting from it. Most important are the benefits that
may be brought to producers and artisans, rather than the number of GIs itself. We
need to look at success stories to understand how other GIs could be successful as
well. We need to control the method of production so it is compliant with the GI
specification and the characteristic of the product, and the product meets
consumers’ expectations. In the majority of countries, there is higher protection for
GIs compared to trademarks, as GIs are protecting the heritage of the communities.
So, there are many requirements to fulfill which result in higher protection.

2) IS IT JUSTIFIED TO EXTEND GIs TO NON-FOOD PRODUCTS, IN
PARTICULAR, HANDICRAFT (TEXTILE,WOOD ETC.)?

Dr. MARIE-VIVIEN: The EU GI regulations cover only food products. When third
countries like India want to get their GIs protected in the EU, they do not have any
legal framework for protecting such non-food goods. The issue is that the link to the
territory and culture is not as strong for non-food products as it is for food products.
For many handicraft products, the raw material is not necessarily local.

Prof. HUGHES: I am greatly in favor of this extension. As we extend the protection of
GIs to handicraft, it becomes very clear that GIs are what the US has always said them
to be – they are just certification marks. I am in favor of using these marks to try to
protect indigenous traditions, local communities, raise standards or ensure the
quality of the product, and protect them from rip-offs and counterfeits. It is a
problem for those who push for GI as a theoretical construct, as it does not seem to
have the same kind of connection that is at the root of the traditional theory of
appellations of origin. When you follow the historical flow of GIs, there is a slow-
moving away from the “terroir” idea which has been so powerful in 1980-1990s.

When you follow the historical flow of GIs, there is a
slow-moving away from the “terroir” idea which has

been so powerful in 1980-1990s.
Prof. COVARRUBIA: I fully support the extension of GIs to handicraft. Handicraft
provides a means of living for 8% of Latin Americans who are indigenous people.
The artisan sector is huge and informal and we need to start establishing rules,
certifications, and protections. Handicraft will also apply terroir, because terroir is
about the environment, and also about people who work on the land. When we are
talking about traditional handicraft which is connected to indigenous people, in
Latin America there is sometimes the risk that such communities can be displaced
(relocated). In this case, terroir will not exist anymore. But interestingly, GI also
connects to traditional knowledge. So, it is not just about the terroir - it is also about
traditional knowledge. Latin American countries do grant GIs to handicraft, while
Europe does not, which is not really a fair play when negotiating Free Trade

Agreements (“FTAs”) as in Latin America,
e.g., in Colombia around 40% of the GIs
are handicraft.

Prof. SCARIA: When we speak about the
protection of handicraft in India, the
positive side is that it is often connected
to traditional knowledge. Apart from the
economic value that GI may provide,
many communities might see GI also as a
non-monetary recognition for the
community. To that extent, I agree that this
extension is needed. However, I have not
seen good data which show that the
benefits are going to the communities. As
indicated earlier, the state still plays a
predominant role in the registration
process and GI ownership. Until this
situation changes and we ensure that the
economic benefits flow to the concerned
community, we would not be able to give
much economic justifications for granting
GIs to handicraft. But on the non-
monetary aspect, I see a benefit, and this
might contribute to the preservation of
traditional knowledge.

3) DO TRADE AGREEMENTS
SIGNED BY COUNTRIES FACILITATE
PROTECTION OF GIs ON
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL?

Prof. COVARRUBIA: There are various
bilateral agreements signed between
Europe and countries from South and
Central America. The problem is that
there are many things and terms that
perhaps are mixed: appellation of origin,
denomination of origin, GIs.

The problem is that there are
many things and terms that

perhaps are mixed: appellation
of origin, denomination of

origin, GIs.

For example, in the FTA between the EU,
Colombia and Peru (later signed by
Ecuador), Colombia recognized multiple
types of GIs which were denominations of
origin, geographical indications and
traditional specialties guaranteed
(“TSGs”). TSGs are not recognized as such
in Colombia, and they still were given
recognition. This is a negative aspect, but
the positive side of that agreement is that
products from Latin America that obtain
GI in Europe, receive higher protection.

Prof. SCARIA: I am sceptical about the
trade agreement that was partially
negotiated between India and the EU
(negotiations stopped a couple of years
ago) because it is still not clear what
benefits India would receive from higher
standards of protection. In the absence of
clear benefits from higher protection, a
country like India should not be entering
into any FTAs that demand higher level of
protection.

Prof. HUGHES: Only articles 22, 23 and 24
of TRIPS say that everyone should keep
negotiating. This was done because the
EU was dissatisfied with what it got out of
the TRIPS. So, it is natural and
understandable that the EU seeks these
“TRIPS-Plus” standards with other
countries. The problem is that there is a
mismatch of domestic legal concepts
from different jurisdictions because the
EU, like the US, goes into these
negotiations saying, “we are not going to
change our concepts”. Also, when it
comes to GIs in the US FTAs, the US is
defensive to preserve the words that
American society considers generic.

Dr. MARIE-VIVIEN: FTAs can support the
producers because they can have their
GIs easily protected abroad. For foreign
GIs, this is a great chance to be protected
in the EU, but this brings about
enforcement issues as consumers should
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get authentic products. So, we need to have the ability to protect consumers and
fight the fake products on the market. That said, this can make things easier for
producers, but FTAs can be more complicated for enforcement agencies, and for
consumers to know the authenticity of the product.

4) SHOULD THE US TRYTOADOPTADIFFERENTAPPROACHTOGIs ATTHE
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL TO SUPPORT ITS PRODUCERS?

Prof. HUGHES: US fulfils TRIPS undertakings to protect GIs through certificationmark
law and collective mark law. That said, we do have a full protection system. The
difference between the systems is less government regulation. With certification
marks, standards are filed with the trademark office and as long as producers apply
those standards, they have a certification mark. There is less interaction with the
government about the standard, which might be good or bad. Government
involvement in any local decision-making is not automatically good or bad.

5) IS IT CORRECT THAT REGARDLESS OF DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
RECOGNITION AND REGISTRATION OF APPELATIONS (DESIGNATIONS) OF
ORIGIN AND GIs IN THE EU, THE ACTUAL PROTECTION (ENFORCEMENT) IS
THE SAME FOR BOTH?

Dr. MARIE-VIVIEN: Yes, in the EU there is the same level of protection.

Prof. COVARRUBIA: In Latin America, the protection is the same if you have a
registration. If the GI is not registered, protection can be achieved through unfair
competition law, but there is a big burden to prove infringement in this case.

6) ISN’T THE REAL ISSUE ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF GIs HOW THE VALUE
CHAIN IS ORGANISED?

Prof. COVARRUBIA: The most difficult part in Latin America is the pre-recognition
phase rather than the recognition phase. The former is not very expensive, as the
cost at the IP office is very low, but the technicality of the papers is expensive. It is
difficult to quantify the project’s unique characteristics, the negotiations participants,
or what should be agreed upon or defined. This is a problem even in the EU. In Latin
America, there are many non-governmental organizations doing workshops with
local producers which is a good starting point.

Dr. MARIE-VIVIEN: There was a case in India about Darjeeling tea, where they put
into a specification that the GI applies only to 100% pure Darjeeling tea. This
increased the prices and there has been some benefit-sharing through the value
chain up to tea plantations owners. However, it is not easy to say if these benefits are
received by the workers of the tea plantations.We need to have stakeholders of the

value chain at the core of GIs in terms of
defining the contents of GI specifications
and benefiting from the added value.

Prof. SCARIA: As for Darjeeling tea, my
main question is why should the state be
owning the GI registration in Darjeeling
Tea (through the Tea Board, which is a
state entity)? Can’t this GI be collectively
managed by the tea producers of the
Darjeeling region themselves? That might
also contribute to better benefits for
workers of those tea plantations. In the
current approach, I’m not sure how much
of the benefits are really going back to the
people whom the GI legislation wanted to
protect. The state should slowly step back
from GI ownership and ensure better
participation and empowerment of local
communities. Maybe this can be achieved
through capacity building measures with
the help of different non-governmental
organizations.

The state should slowly step
back from GI ownership and

ensure better participation and
empowerment of local

communities

7) WHAT IS THE MAIN PROBLEM IN
LATIN AMERICA WITH PRODUCTS OF
ORIGIN?

Prof. COVARRUBIA: The main problems
are the organization of communities and
trust, i.e., who is benefiting from GIs? In
the majority of Latin America, the
government is the owner of the GI and
the community does not trust the
government to have that entitlement. This
problem also exists in Europe, but in a
discrete scale, as societies are different.

CONCLUSION

Prof. DESANTES: We are now 25 years
after TRIPS, but GIs are far from being
harmonized. GIs is a very young field of
law. However, it is growing, and each GI
benefits thousands of producers. GIs are
not only a type of IP protection but also a
tool to preserve cultural heritageWe have
discussed the extension of GIs to non-
food products (like handicrafts), and we
are all in favor of it. Handicrafts are
essential for indigenous communities,
also from an environmental perspective.
We have discussed who is benefiting from
GIs, and how indigenous communities are
coming together through GIs. A separate
essential topic concerns the relationship
between certification marks and GIs.
Whether GIs are something more than
just a certification mark (particularly, if
extended to non-food products). That
said, GIs is an extraordinary and alive
field, and many of the topics discussed
today are so broad that they deserve a
separate encounter.

By Yulia BORISOVA and Maurizio CRUPI
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• Can you explain more how GIs can decommodify agricultural products? It
seems that creating a GI necessarily includes a process of essentialising,
drawing of boundaries and commodifying.

• What are the cases when it cannot be claimed that GI falls within the exception
contained in TRIPS Article 24.6 relating to generic terms?

• What is the main problem in Latin America with their products of origin? Can it
be the lack of harmonisation in the concepts and applicable rules? Or the lack
of a culture of protecting quality and certification of quality of agricultural
products?

• Instead of recognising and offering sui generis rights in GIs, is it clearer and
more robust to give protection under the collective marks?

• What do you think about the complaint filed by Heineken regarding an obstacle
to the import into the European Union of ‘Tequila’ from Mexico?

• Are there examples of protecting origin linked goods in a different way before
Lisbon? Before the influence of colonisation? If not, are there any good
examples of GI definitions (in the different countries or perhaps in literature)
that would fit the Latin American context?

• Since in the US there exist appellations of origin as well, such as those for wines
produced in Napa, shouldn't the US try to adopt a different approach on GIs at
the international level? Indeed, the US position seems, at times, contradictory
and purely market oriented. This is not to say that there are no contradictions in
the EU position as well (for instance, the "Feta saga" is telling on this point), but
precisely for these contradictions, both the EU and the US may find a common
ground by "smoothing things over".

• Can GIs protection in trademark law be revisited in order to appreciate the
quality control aspect of GIs and provide the higher level of protection to GIs in
trade mark law?

• Isn’t the real issue about the benefits of geo-source indicators how the value
chain is organised? This will determine where any premium achieved in the
pricing may be harvested. If producers can organise themselves and maintain/
enforce a collective/certifications trademark - fine. But if a GI is owned by any
intermediate player (such as a coffee board etc.) any price increase may not be
passed on to individual producers which raises competition issues.

• How does MFN apply to GI commitments in FTAs?

• On the signing of agreements, can it be said that
there is a lack of reciprocity? There are a huge
number of non-agricultural GIs in developing
countries but no way of reciprocal protection in
the EU.

• We heard from the US that GIs are very similar to
certification marks, and indeed in the US EU GIs
have received protection as certification marks -
there is the rather old Roquefort case which
provided the collective in Roquefort trademark
protection oor their GI (in France actualy
appelation of origin). Now the EU has blocked EU
certification marks from certifying geographical
origin (mistakingly thinking that the GI protection
should be reserved for the sui generis GI
protection. Assuming a GI protected in the US as a
certification mark, how could that person be
protected in the EU under EU trademark law?
More generally, how do the panelists feel about
dual protection of GIs as either collective or
certification marks and concurrently under sui
generis protection?

• Is it true that, regardless of the requirements for
recognition and registration of appellations
(designations) of origin (PDO) and geographical
indication (PGI) in the EU — the actual protection
(enforcement) for a PDO and a PGI is the same?

• The problem with the differentiation of AO and IO
in the Andean Countries is due to Andean
regulation Decision 486, which established that
Geographical Indications are divided into
Appellation of Origins (Protected Denomination
of Origin) and Indication of Source. Even there is a
trend to protect GI as collective or certification
marks.
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THE RACE FOR THE
VACCINE: FROM
INVENTION TO
EFFECTIVE VACCINATION
- IP AS A TOOLOR AS A
TOLL?
MAY 4TH, 2021

OBJECTIVES

12

Further to the COVID Crisis, the race for the vaccine and access to vaccination has given rise to vivid debates on the effectiveness of
the current IP system for promoting inventions and access to them in the Health Sector, a sector that is now a strategic one
worldwide. In various parts of the world, initiatives were developed, to promote a different balance in the IP system and/or to
deconstruct IP and construct a completely different IP system.Was /is IP a Tool or as a Toll for producing/ distributing vaccines to
all? Why and how can/should the current IP system evolve? Are alternatives realistic and credible now, in the current emergency?
Can alternatives be really developed in the short/medium term ? What kind of consensus may exist in various parts of the world and
in international fora for such a change? Can the Israeli model on vaccination be analyzed, compared to other models of more
limited success? Can a "one size fits all" approach respect urgent developing countries’ needs? This Special one-year Anniversary
Session of our Global Digital Encounters brings a debate with variety of opinions on the future of IP for vaccines in a still deeply
affected Covid world, in search for re-imagining IP.

THE PANEL

Prof. David
MIRCHIN

Tel Aviv University Law
School. Bocconi University.

Prof. Didier
PATRY

Brevets. ESCP
Business School. LSE.

Prof. Dr.
Michael GEIST
University of Ottawa

Coordinator, Javier FERNANDEZ LASQUETTY
highlighted the importance of finding a solution
that will balance the needs of human and
respects IP.

1: CONSIDERING THE VACCINE SITUATION
IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES, WHAT ARE THE
KEY INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESS IN THE
VACCINATION RATE?

Prof. MIRCHIN: mentioned that in his view the
main type of factors which are not connected to
the health system, but to the country that
contributed to the success of vaccination in
Israel:
• Contrary to many European countries, Israel

has a relatively young population with only a
12% of people over 65 years old.

• Around 80% of elderly people get at least
one visitor from the family each week, and
these family members can accompany the
elderly to the vaccination site.

• Israel generally deals well with national
emergencies (since, unfortunately, it has lots
of experience!).

INTRODUCTION

Prof. MANDERIEUX remembered that the
Global Digital Encounters started in the wake of
the pandemic, aimed at a better understanding
of the complex need for an evolution of the
Intellectual Property (‘IP’) system needed for a
post-pandemic world. He remarked that for the
anniversary of the encounters there will be
discussed an issue that has put IP and its
complexity in the forefront of worldwide news:
the issue of vaccines, which are IP supported for
inventing them, producing them and distributing
them among societies.
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He also mentioned other factors that are directly connected to the health system:

• In Israel, there are four competing HMOs, and every single person must be a
member of one of them. This has facilitated information to be available, contact
information, health history, so it is easy to get in contact with people.

• Many people were immediately available to receive the vaccine since health care
is community-based (due to the socialistic agricultural roots, where every worker
should be able to walk to a health centre). Every town has a community health
centre.

Finally, there were factors connected to the specifics of the Covid vaccine rollout:

• Public opinion and information were given by opinion leaders for each ethnic
group, in their native language (Arabic, Hebrew, Russian, Amharic and English).

• In addition, the media gave a platform to government members like the Ministry
of Health, the heads of each of the HMO, etc.

• The MOH did not take down information against vaccines, but they counteracted
it with factual information.

Prof. GEIST: stated that the structural foundation which made Israel a successful
case would work only if you have access to vaccines, and some countries are
struggling to get access. He thenmentioned that countries have tools going into the
negotiations such as compulsory licenses to gain access, and introduced the:

2: HOWTO ENABLE ACCESS TO VACCINES?

Prof. PATRY: The primary thing to remember is that we need vaccines. In this view,
one good example is Oxford and how it managed to come up with a vaccine very
quickly and strike a deal with pharmaceutical companies, in particular AstraZeneca.
Oxford were able to offer a formulation for a vaccine quickly because they
anticipated the situation. The research started in 2017 with the first MERS virus and
SARS-Cov1. Compulsory licenses were not in the discussion when governments
started negotiations with pharmaceutical companies.What was and is still today the
most important, is access to the material needed to produce the vaccine, the cost of
supply, productions lines and production facilities and the pace of the regulatory
approval. The latter is crucial because you cannot put a vaccine on the market
without regulatory approval and this needs to be considered very seriously, as it can
take some time.

Regulatory approval plays a big role but for some
countries, even after approving the vaccines it is still an

issue to gain access to them

Prof. GEIST: agreed that regulatory
approval plays a big role but for some
countries, even after approving the
vaccines it is still an issue to gain access to
them. With this background he
introduced the:

3: CAN YOU TELL US HOW ISRAELWAS
ABLE TO ACQUIRE AS MUCH VACCINE
AS THEY DID? / HOW DID PFIZER
MANAGED TO MEET THE
REQUIREMENTS ITSELF?

Prof. MIRCHIN: stated that the whole
process and the agreement with Pfizer are
public. Extensive anonymized/
aggregated information in the electronic
health records were provided to Pfizer,
including a dashboard updated daily and

aggregated data on how the vaccine was
doing, incidents or side effects etc.
Although it was not an explicit or formal
quid pro quo, in exchange for this data,
Pfizer was more willing to allocate a
sufficient stocks of the vaccine to Israel.
This was beneficial for the world as many
medical papers were produced as a result
of this Israeli data. This allowed Pfizer to
test the vaccines on their own.

He stated in the first days of the pandemic
began, the government in Israel
exercised, for the first time ever, the
Government Use exception in the Patent
Law. "Government Use" is different from
Compulsory Licenses and could be
applicable when there is not enough
supply. In such circumstances, the
government could go around the patent
(like it did with the drug called ‘Kaletra’)

Watch now

Interesting?
Watch the encounter online here

https://youtu.be/4V_2Uf7BT4k
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and import it from third countries but with paying compensation. This exception was
there in the background during negotiations between the Ministry of Health and
pharmaceutical companies, but it was not brought into the discussions. In his view,
this was because both sides wanted to facilitate rapid access to vaccines. Indeed, he
remarked that AstraZeneca makes no profit on the vaccines, as it sells them at cost.

Prof. GEIST: remarked how interesting is to note the different models. He
mentioned that in Canada, for instance, the immediate response to the pandemic
was to pass legislation giving the government power to work around patents to give
access to vaccines and medical technology to tackle shortage supply. However, he
also mentioned that this has been very much discussed, especially due to Canada’s
history with pharmaceutical companies and drug pricing. Against this background,
he asked:

4: HOW HAVE THERE BEEN DIFFERENT NATIONAL MODELS IN EUROPE FOR
ACCESS TO THE VACCINE?

Prof. PATRY: stated that in Europe the decision taken was to centralize the access
and distribution through the EU. The EU negotiated the contracts with the
pharmaceutical companies and then organized the distribution. It is up for debate
whether this worked and remains controversial in the political sphere. In France, the
questions being asked are whether EU countries have given up their national
sovereignty through this decision and therefore whether it would have been better
to negotiate directly at the country level. We must learn from the Israeli model, as
they were quicker to enter into negotiations compared to the EU. Indeed, another
aspect from the Israel’s example is that they did not negotiate by “threatening” to use
a compulsory license. Rather, their approach was a collaborative one. A similar
approach was taken by Oxford which was able to impose its business model onto
AstraZeneca and have the vaccine sold at cost.

Indeed, another aspect from the Israel’s example is that
they did not negotiate by “threatening” to use a
compulsory license. Rather, their approach was a

collaborative one.

Prof. MIRCHIN: remarked that the negotiations and agreement were done very
quickly. The government agreed in November to overbuy the vaccines in advance.
They bought enough vaccines from Astra Zeneca for two-thirds of the population
and they have agreements with Pfizer and Moderna. The Government chose the
"carrot" in the ‘carrot vs stick’ (incentive) approach and thus did not use the
compulsory license or Government Use exceptions. Instead, they changed the
Vaccine Law to give protection to the pharmaceutical companies so that if anyone
got injured the Government would compensate them. This was done in recognition

that the pharmaceutical companies were
able to make a potentially safe and
effective vaccine in record time. So, in
exchange for getting the vaccines quickly,
the Government was willing to cover the
downsides.

Prof. GEIST: mentioned that overbuying
is an interesting and common issue. There
are a lot of countries that are not in a
position to overbuy, who cannot get
access, or struggling to buy vaccines and
do not have the production capacity.
Under the World Trade Organization
rules, they could create a patent waiver
and open the door for greater vaccine
production in many countries. Some of
these countries are calling for a patent
waiver. He then introduced the

5: WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF A
PATENT WAIVER WHEN IT COMES TO
ACCESS?

Prof. PATRY: believes that the patent
waiver is not a solution to Covid-19 as we
do not need freedom, but we need an
increase in production capabilities and
production facilities. The big production
facilities are located in India, which is the
vaccines and drugs contractor for the
world.

The problem with the compulsory
licenses, in this case, is that many
governments are just learning what
compulsory licenses are used for. In
France, compulsory licenses can only be
used for granted patents, and since many
Covid 19 vaccine patents are still
applications, this tool would be
ineffective. This has led actually to
suggestions to review the whole
Compulsory Licensing process for the
future crisis. Further, he believes that the
incentive model works better for carrying
out serious research and attracting solid

investors and is far more efficient, thus he
concluded that we should look with
insight at the AstraZeneca and Israeli
Models to improve and do better next
time.

Prof.MIRCHIN: remarked that supply has
not been an issue in the West, but the
problem is distribution. The vaccines must
be brought together with the people to
be vaccinated and the medical care (the
nurses and medics to administer the
vaccines) to efficiently deliver them
together. Especially with the Pfizer and
the Moderna vaccines which have a short
life once thawed. In some places such as
Romania and Greece, they are only using
forty per cent (40%) of the supply that
they have and one of the reasons for this
is the Anti-Vaxxer sentiment. In other
words, there are more issues than just the
physical number of vaccines.

He emphasized the difference between
Government Use and Compulsory
License, which differs slightly between
countries. Israel used Government Use
because it is less restrictive and can be
applied at any time. Compulsory
Licensing, in contrast, can only be used if
four years has passed since the filing of
the patent application or three years has
passed since the patent has been
granted. Moreover, there are hearings
and logistical/ bureaucratic hoops to go
through etc. Therefore, it is less useful in
Israel and some other countries.

Prof. PATRY: added that France has also
looked at their Compulsory Licensing
system and determined that presently it is
useless and needs to be reviewed. He
mentioned that a new bill has been
drafted and placed in Parliament to
address the future crisis. Another issue in
France is the waste of vaccines; having
more freedom of exploitation and lifting
patents are not the primary issues as there
is a waste rate of twenty-five per cent
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(25%) on the AstraZeneca vaccine. The logistic of distribution is missing and this
should be looked at instead of thinking about looking at patents who act more as a
diversion and a distraction.

Prof. GEIST: acknowledged that there are issues around distribution, but he
mentioned that there is a balance around these issues. Over 100 Billion Dollars of
public money from global taxpayers were used to support these pharmaceutical
companies as part of the research and have no say now. There are countries that
have the capacity to produce these vaccines and not being able to do this as the
companies have not granted the license. Compulsory Licensing is specifically made
to address global pandemics but is not being used. There is an urgency for the rules
to be negotiated to ensure that people are getting access to the vaccines. With a
hundred countries saying that this is something that they would like to do. Yet the
West has stepped up to create their series of exceptions and stand in the way of the
others creating their own.

6: WHAT HAPPENS TO THE OVERBOUGHT VACCINES?

Prof. PATRY: has not heard of any vaccines being overbought in Europe. In his view,
the problem in Europe is that we have not properly anticipated how many people
would like to be vaccinated. Far more people than we thought wish to be vaccinated
but cannot do so because they do not have the right age or the right condition. In
his view, the matter is rather an administrative/ distribution issue. In some countries
such as the US, everyone can access the vaccines, but this is not the case -for
instance in France, where it is very structured. The flow of vaccines is working
relatively well, but there are pitfalls with the age-range based distribution.

Prof. MIRCHIN: mentioned that in Israel AstraZeneca is not looking to force the
Government to take vaccines that they do not need. There was a situation in that
Israel was giving the extra vaccines to other countries. But a political decision was
taken to not do the redistribution of the vaccines and let the pharmaceutical
companies keep the extra doses and figure out the redistribution. Note that this
issue is still in flux, and subject to political considerations.

Prof. GEIST: mentioned that Canada did overbuy, but the system is struggling with
the distribution campaigns.

7TH QUESTION: WHAT HAS THE EU DONE AND WHAT CAN BE DONE TO
ENSURE GREATER HARMONIZATION ON THE ISSUE OF COMPULSORY
LICENSES AND THESE ISSUES?

Prof PATRY: suggested having a look at the different regimes of Compulsory
Licensing and harmonizing the rules at the EU level. If this isn’t done it can create a
lot of risks such as “vaccination tourism”. There should be a central body that should
have the administrate power to decide when to trigger Compulsory Licensing.
Further, the EU should recognize the value of licensing as it is good for the economy
and should be pushed forward.

The EU should recognize
the value of licensing as it is
good for the economy and
should be pushed forward.

He further mentioned the importance of
being “generous” and that “we have to
share”, especially considering the
different price structures for the vaccines.
There are significant price differences
between countries and poor countries
can’t afford vaccines at a high price. Thus,
we need to understand why Oxford was
able to impose its business model onto
AstraZeneca and have this price structure
at cost. He suggested that this was
possible due to Oxford’s patents and
Oxford’s IP and how they used it to get
some leverage and impose their business
model.

8: SHOULD DONOR ORGANISATIONS
HAVE BEEN MORE AGGRESSIVE IN
SHARING THE KNOW-HOW,
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND
CAPACITY BUILDING?

Prof. MIRCHIN: clarified that is not just a
matter of patent rights or waiver or non-
enforcement of patents. Vaccine
manufacturing involves complex
technology and complicated supply
chains, especially in Moderna and Pfizer’s
vaccine. Hence, there are not only patents
but also trade secrets and know-how and
this gives an extra-economic advantage.
We should question whether it is fair to
ask pharmaceutical companies to
disclose such valuable information. In his
view, the way out is to encourage tech
transfer, and collaboration in
manufacturing, i.e., by building more
facilities.

Prof. PATRY: agreed on the need to
invest more in production capabilities and
tech transfer to third world countries as
the next pandemic might be soon and we
have to be ready. He pointed out the
importance of public investment in
vaccine research as it resulted in the
creation of these vaccines.

9: WHAT OTHER MODELS OR TWEAKS
TO THE EXISTING MODELS SHOULD
WE THINK ABOUT TO ENSURE
VACCINE ACCESS?

Prof. PATRY: pointed out the importance
of leverage in any negotiations, especially
if we want a specific price structure.
Patents are necessary to push for a
specific business model and a specific
price structure, and supply many
countries at a “decent” price.

Prof. MIRCHIN: expressed that
compensation and public image is where
the governments’ leverage lies during
negotiations with pharmaceuticals. He
indeed remarked that both Government
Use and Compulsory Licensing
exceptions include a compensation
component, and pharmaceuticals
companies do not want to appear as if
they are taking advantage of a pandemic.

Prof. PATRY: emphasized the
importance of protecting pharmaceutical
companies, and investors as they are
taking risks ahead to produce vaccines
and we need vaccines. Thus,
governments should create a safe
environment to prevent pharmaceutical
companies from being sued by others, or
to avoid the risk of not being able to
produce or getting a license. Abusive
litigation and expensive licenses are a
heavy burden on their price structure.
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QUESTIONS
These are some of the questions that were posed by the audience throughout the
debate. In order of appearance, they refer to the topics covered by the panel:

• If the problem is lack of production capacity, as many had predicted months
ago: why do we talk so much about patent waivers and not so much about
building new capacity?

• Could donor organisations for vaccine development (eg. EU) have negotiated a
better deal for transfer of know-how, manufacturing, or supply and distribution?

• What are your views on the situation in India and its policies on IP and
pharmaceuticals? The situation in India seems to show that IP is just one piece
of a much more complex puzzle involving research capability, distribution, and
the overall health system. How do these elements intersect with IP policy?

• What do you think about the argument that compulsory patent licensing would
not be enough because what matters is transfer of know-how?

• The Compulsory Licence approach is perhaps a reaction to the binary view of
patent (private profit/public benefit). What happened in Israel (and in the UK
too) was not adversarial but a search for a win-win. Government had the stick in
the back pocket and the company had a vaccine that the government wanted
and needed. is this way forward to recognise this us a multifaceted issue private
profit/public benefit/ value systems/cooperative ventures/political objectives/
shared benefits? These have operated in parallel on to one negotiation. could
they not operate in a similar fashion with international organisations
representing multiple countries?

• Listening to the speakers seems that there is a trade-off between who needs to
assume the inefficiencies from the private sector (lack of production capability
from patent holders) and from the public sector (lack of capability to vaccinate
the population at an adequate pace). Should compulsory licences or similar be
conditioned to the minimisation of public sector inefficiencies?

• Both Western and Russian and Chinese companies applied for patents on
vaccines. Isn't there a pro-patent " alliance" on this between OECD Countries,
Russia and China versus developing countries requests?

• What is the panel's view on the reported EU commission threat of suing Astra
Zeneca re non-compliance on supply schedule, particularly in light of the fact
they are being supplied at cost price?

• Do you think that technology transfer and cooperation could be an answer to
increasing the production of vaccines in order to guarantee access to vaccines
for every country? If so, why haven't countries started to transfer technology
yet?

Prof. GEIST: confirmed the importance of pharmaceutical companies and public
support. He posited if to use the balancing principles of Copyright to have
incentives to create while ensuring adequate levels of access.

10: WHAT ABOUT THE REPORTED EU THREAT OF SUING ASTRAZENECA FOR
NON-COMPLIANCE ON THE SUPPLY SCHEDULE, ESPECIALLYWHEN THEYARE
BEING SUPPLIED AT COST?

Prof. MIRCHIN reported that AstraZeneca has no incentive to not deliver on the
supplies. The delay is not a result of a lack of trying to deliver. He further mentions
that vaccine nationalism is a worrying trend as wemust think across national borders
to get out of this situation. There is no absolute ideal of what is the right distribution
and the equitable distribution model. He noted that the vaccine nationalism’s
response will be to have separate manufacturing in each country, which would be a
disappointing result.

Prof. PATRY: This is a potential litigation as the EU has not decided yet if they will
sue AstraZeneca. This will be an issue of commercial law and breach of contract. The
issue is that the EU was not fast enough to cut a deal with AstraZeneca, unlike Britain
which did so much more quickly. We have to rethink our negotiation teams - and be
better - and how our governments or regions deal with companies such as
AstraZeneca.

11: THE UNITED KINGDOM VACCINE ROLL OUT FAR OUTPACES THAT OF
EUROPE; HOW DID THEYMANAGE TO ACHIEVE THIS?

Prof. PATRY: The United Kingdom chose to vaccinate a lot of people as quickly as
possible with the first dose and not wait for the second dose. France took a different
approach, where it is a step-by-step process of vaccinating the elderly and
vulnerable persons first. Their model apparently is working better. They also
organized the vaccine distribution better as they have a culture of local dispensaries,
unlike France.

Prof. GEIST: This provides a good closing point of the debate that will be ongoing.
There will be different views on the role that IP plays in these issues and how to best
ensure access. Issues around vaccine nationalism represent a whole other
challenge. These are challenging and complex issues and we need experts to
explain what has been taking place and the ongoing challenges.

CONCLUSION

Prof. DESANTES highlighted that it was a great and valuable discussion on a crucial
but also very controversial issue, which is dear to our common future. He thanked
the panel, the support team and attendees.

By Arielle ABERDEEN and Magali CONTARDI
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THE
SUPPORT
ENTITIES

The GDE have managed to bring together
a relevant number of organisations who
believe and place their support on the
GDE as a means to advance the
Intellectual Property debate forward.

The Editors thouroughly thank them for
their support throughout this first year of
the GDEs.

Thank you!
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Re-imagining IP in an ever-changing world

GLOBAL
ENCOUNTERS

One year of intense think-tank work and debates on the Role of IP in
a new post-crisis world allowed us to devise strategies, opinions and
also drawbacks on reinventing IP, so that it better fits the needs of all
stakeholders in society.

After all the work carried out throughout the 12 GDEs organised so
far, we have come to the conclusion that we should as of now expand
our focus from the “post-crisis world” to a broader scope, so that the
work of future GDEs be fully deployed in light of world events.

Fide and TIPSA are therefore committed to continue developing the
Global Digital Encounters program, for further think-tank work, with a
new and expanded goal and logo:

Re-Imagining IP in an ever-changing world

With this new and revised goal in mind, in order to be able to involve
the Global Community and collect feedback from all countries and
parties involved in the revision of IP practices and policies, we shall
continue to develop our activities in a Digital format.

The GDEs will continue to focus on sharing experiences and
expertise amongst professionals from the various fields of IP,
via monthly Encounters and informal talks.

With the lessons learnt, we now look to the future, and invite you to
join us on the road ahead, and hopefully, together, we’ll shed some
light on the future of Intellectual Property.

Laurent
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Manuel
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Javier
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